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In reviewing your Physical Security Plan for the NNP-2facility submitted on December 21, 1978, we find that
there, is insufficient information contained in your report.
The lack of information is such that we cannot continue
our review, including the formulation of Round 1 questions
on your proposed Security Plan.'he lead reviewer for
your Security Plan, Mr. A. Sinisgalli, subsequently con-
tacted J. Sorenson of your organization by telephone on
January 12, 1979, to determine the reasons for these V

obvious deficiencies. During this telephone conversation,
Mr. Sinisgall'i determined that the primary cause of the
weaknesses in your Physical Security Plan is that you do
not have: (2) the latest revisions of the staff's guidance
on the evaluation of security plans provided to the branch
members of the Reactor Safeguards Licensing Bxanch; and
(2) a copy of the staff's Security, Plan evaluation Report
Norkbook. Accordingly, we are forwarding to'ou a complete,
and current set of the staff's Review Guidelines, including
all revisions through November 6, 1978 (Attachment 1).
Additionally; we are forwarding t:o you a copy of the workbook
cited above (Attachment 2).

P

Upon receipt of these two attachments we recommend that
you review the NNP-2 report on the Physical Security Plan
and consider expanding your report in light of the guidance
provided by these two attached documents. Upon completing
this reevaluation of your physical Security Plan,'e
request that you contact M. D. Lynch (301-492-7831) to
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-"- Mr'. Neil 0. Strand -2- JAN 18 1979,

arrange a meeting at which we can discuss any proposed
revisions to your Physical Security Plan that you might
be contemplating. The purpose of this proposed procedure
is to expedite our review of your Security Plan. We plan
to issue Round 1 questions, if appropriate, after receipt
of your revised Security Plan Report.

Please contact us if you .require any discussion orclarification of this matter.

Sincerely,

.Original signed by:
S. A. Varga

Steven A. Varga, Chief
Light Water Reactors Branch No. 4
Division of Project Management

cc: See next, page
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

JAN 18 >97'9

Docket No: 50-397
I

Mr. Neil 0. Strand
i'1ashington Public Power Supply System
300 George Washington Way
P. 0. Box 968
Richland, i",ashington 99352

Dear Mr. Strand:

In reviewing your Physical Security Plan for the NNP-2
facility submitt d. or.'December 21, 1978, we find that
there is insufficient information contained in your report.
The lack of information is such that we cannot continue
our review, including the formulation of Round 1 questions
on your proposed Security Plan. The lead reviewer for
your Security Plan, Mr. A. SRnisgalli, subsequently con-
tacted J. Sorenson cf your organization by telephone on
January 12, 1979, to determine the reasons for these
obvious deficiencies. During this telephone conversation,
Mr. Sinisgalli determined tha the primary cause of the
weaknesses in your Physical Security Plan is that you do
not have: (1) the latest revisions of the staff's guidance
on the evaluation o security plans provided to the branch
members of the Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch; and
(2) a copy of the staff's Security Plan evaluation Report
iforkbook. Accordingly, we are forwarding to you a complete
and current set of the staff's Review Guidelines, includingall revisions through November 6, 1978 (Attachment 1).
Additionally, we are forwarding to you a copy of the workbook
cited above (Attachment 2).

Upon receipt of these two attachments we recommend that
you review the ÃNP-2 report on the Physical Security Plan
and consider expanding your report in light of the guidance
provided by these two attached documents. Upon completing
this reevaluation of your physical Security Plan, we
request that you contact M. D. Lynch (301-492-7831) to
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Mr. Neil 0. Strand -2-

arrange a meeting at which we c"n discuss any proposed
revisions to your Physical Security Plan that you might
be contemplating. The purpose of this proposed procedure
is to expedite our review of your Security Plan. Ne plan
to issue Round 1 questions, if appropriate, after receipt
of your revised Security Plan Report.

Please contact us if you require any dis"ussion or
clarification of this matter.

cc: See next page

Sincerely,
yA

9 '.I,Lc.i.( (i IC<A.Cey
~Steven A. Varga, Chx f

Light Water Reactors ranch No. 4
Division of Project i~ agement



Washington Public Power Supply System

ccs:
Joseph S. Knotts, Jr., fs q.
Debevoise 6 Liberman
700 Shoreham Building
806 Fifteenth Street, N- W.

Washington, D. C. 20005

Richard g. guigley, Esq.
Washington Public- Power Supply System
3000 George Washington Way
P. 0. Box 968
Richland, Washington 99352

Nepom 8 Rose
Suite 101 Kellogg Building
1935 S. E. Mashington
Ni lwaukie, Oregon 97222

Yis. Helen Vozenilek
7214 S. E. 28th Street
Portland, Oregon 97202

Ns. Susan H. Garrett
7325 S. E. Steele Street
Portland, Oregon 94206

Nicholas Lewis, Chairman.
Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council
820 East Fifth Avenue
Olympia, Washington 98504



ATTACHMENT 1

REV I N GU I OEL I liES
TABLE OF COLLAT'"HTS

gOY 06 1978

Oa'» Sub ec „ Rev. Ho;I Oa.e

11/Z6/77

12/20/77

Screening of indiv~duals Granted
Unescorte" Access to t;)e Protecte4 Area

=scorting of Ura tended V',siting
Vehicles

Perfor~ance 0 hetal Detec ion Oevices 2/16/78

12/~"/77

XX

1Z/20/77

2/2'/'erformance
of X-Ray Oevices

Licensee Oesionated Vehicles

'eed =or Access :".Vital Areas

Chang nc o. ,'-.'ar"'e; /Locks Upon ;mplcyee
Terr ina;i cn

Il/Ol/78

12/20/77

1/2/78

Crite'.ia for Grantiino Fewer than 10
Armed Responders

Acceptaihle Compensatory measures for
Intrusion Detection .".ardware Outage
(e.g., Zone, Svs an) Protected Area
Vit 1 Ar eas

1/10/78

'10/78

Cc-pensatory fleasures for ihe Loss of
i'to, .al Power Supply to Security L i ghting

Vi al Ar e» Positive Access Control
Oefinition

1/10/73

1/10/78

1/17/78,

2/6/78

2/2/78

Sabotage Incident blanacenent

Compersatory teasures or Vital Areas ~

Lacking the "Two Barrier Protection"

'cking Systems-Assurance of Safe y and
Safeguards Ouring an emergency

Package Search

, rotective I'measures fol CAS ol SAS Us inc
the =quiva1 en. In;orma.ion Conceot

1/2=/78
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TA8LE OF CONTc,HTS

NOV 06 1978

Ho. Oate Subject Rev.-No.

19

20

21

22

23

1/6/78

4/26/78

"/26/78

5/25/78

ll/6/78

Prot'ected Area Cortrol Function in Sullet
Resisting Structure

llanpower Sharing for Operating Reactors

Sear ching or explosives

IO 8adge - 'lital Area =ncod'.ng

'nresolved Issues

rotection of nuclear Power Plants Acains.
.ndustrl el abo "ace g the Ifis i der

4/18/78
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UNITEQ S ATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
'LVASHINQTON,O. C. 20555

?in' 4 1'917

"EviQRANOUN FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensiing Branch i".embers
Division of Operating Reactors

FROM:

~USE

CT'obert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing 8ranch

SCREENING OF INDIVIDUALS GR" VT<D UNESI'ORTED ACCESS
TO THE PPOTECTED ARK Review Guidelines -."'I

Screenina or individuals granted unescorted access to the protected
area helps establish tne trustwor.niness of employees, prospective
~pioyees, and contrac:ors, and reduces the vu'ineraoiiity of the faciii y
from the brea. of an insider. As a minimium, screening programs should
mee-'. tne gu dane ir, American National Standard, ANSI N18..17, "Indus-
trial SecJrity for Nuclear Power Plants."

in some cases, licensee and contrac .or emoioyees may not have been
subject to the preemployment screening of AiVSI N18.17, but the licensee
wishes to grant them unescorted access to the protec ed area. The
reason =or not using the screening procedures of ANSi N18.17 is that
licensee or con-ractor may have recently implemented a screening program
but determined that persons who were employees on the impIementation
date need not be subject to preemoloyment screening as a ceneral rule.
Also, a licensee or contractor may transfer an employee to a position"
subject to the screening program but determine the emipioyee reed not
be subiect to the preemployment screening.

Personnel reliability can be adequately established in such cases
by a certain minimum length of time of trustworthy employment. This
period of trustworthy employment is considered to be equivalent to
the reliability established by pr eemployment sere ning by ANSi N18.17
and does not decrease the protection of the facility from the threat
of the insider.

Based on these considerations, unescorted access to the protected area
may be granted to employe s of a licensee and its contractors based on
the reliabiIi ty established by three (3) continuous years of trust-
worthy employment. This method of estabIishino r eliabili y is consi-
dered to be equivalent to the preemoioyment screening o ANSI N18.17-
1973, Sections 4.1 and 4.2. A licensee's program for granting ures-





-2-

cor ed access to the protected area based on trustuorthy employment is
acceptable i (a) at least three continuous yea.".s of ea'ployment of
the individual ~ith the licensee or his contractor is documented and
(b) the" trustworthiness of :he individual is determined by a review of
the individual's employment record.

c" '. !~ilier
J. iM. "-lliott

I / /
I

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeouards Licensing Branch
Division of Gperating Reactors
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UN IT 5 D STATES
NUCLEAR RCQULATORY COiVIMISSION

WA SHlNG TON, Q. C. 20335

M~i".O~ ~i>DL'M FOR:

FRO»

SUBJECT:

Reac.or Safeguards Licensing "=ranch Members, GOR,

R. A. Clark, Chief, Reactor Safeguar'ds Licensing
Branch, DOR

ESCORTlllG OF U,"lATT"NDED Y|SITxNG VEHICLES - REYEEM
G"iOELiIlES ="'2

;ne requirement to escort visitir g vehicles was included in 7..SSS"
to ensure that an adequat orompt response would be undertaken if a
vehicle were used as a weapon a-ainst a facility, Escorting of an
urat:ended, visiting vehicle is not needed if adequate alternative
measures are taken to assure tha- the ura.tended vef icle cannot
beco-e such a weapon.

Locking the unat ell ed visiting vehicle and placing the keys in the
possession of the security force is adequate to provide assurance
that tre unattended vehicle cannot become a weapon.

I I

R. A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Saf guards Licensing Branch
Division of Operating Reactors

cc: J. R. Miller
J. M. Elliott
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSlON
'iVASHINGTON, O. C. 20555

FEB 16 1978

iHEkiORANu"i'! FOR:

FROM:

SUB3ECT:

Reactor Sa eguards Licens inc Brarch

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safecuards Licensing Branch, CQR

P=."FOR".ANCE OF ivETAL CETECTIQN CEVICES - REVIEM
GUIOELINES .~3i REVISION I

All licensees are required to search individuals entering the
protected area for firearms. This search is normally conducted
by electronic metal detection devices. Enclosed is an acceptable
standardized procedure utilizing four specified test weapons.
However, this is not to imoly that this is the only acceptable
.est method that can be used to assure or per operation of the
devices and that the licensee must pur'erase four weapons of the
tvpe listed. This procedure is desicned to detect those weapons
most corn-only found and covers the s„-ec-.rum of me .al, weioht,
density, plating, size and shape found in 'hose types 'oT handcuns.
Other tes: procedures usino t st samples other than the type of
handgun lis".ed that can det.,onstrate they can detect the minimum
standard o, 8 oz., I/2 lb., or 227 grams of non,errous metal at
the same detection rate =or walk-through and rand-held devices
as with test weapons will be acceptable.

EncIosure:
A s stated

Robert A. Clark, ChieT
Reactcr Saieouards Licensing Branch
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be se"„ to achieve ":5 oui of 112 successive as a minumum.

The tes weapons used for calibration are as follows: Colt .25
)au orna iic Ti tap . 2B ~utcma iic ~ General Preci sion Yodel 20 . 22 LR,
and CnH .22 Short.

Coerational:es The obieciive of he o„"eratiora<
-oat the cetectina device is main ained in an opera"le condition.

a. =.ach time the device
prior to beina used.

~s e~ a. least once

is turned 0 i or mainta;ned t must be test d
ff ne unit '.'s rever .urned of', ii mus be

every seven days.

hv ~ The opeFaticnal test should consist o-. passirc ihe CGV 22 shor.
weapon held. nori zcntal at the wai s . three ".,.-. es thrvuch the device
in ihe direc lon of tra fic flow ihrouqn the detector. Ti;e deteCiar
shou': .'. s igna'i the preserce o ..he wee~ r'n on at 1 ea s t .wo cf the

so'ra ;rem a icua s"eaker wi

over r.etal. 0 high squeal

"'etection is indicated bv a sque=-ling
th;, e uni . when the uni t i s br J Jght

s"„ueal will e he-rd Nhen the unit passes
ndicates a "reater mass of ..etal is presented.

O'Ll"-R~TiON PROC.:OU.-"..5 rOR HANG-H ' OKVIC=: Cevices in present use
srou<d oe cat)bra ed in accordal ce w) ~ n manufactul el 5 in'oc ions.

B1,'CG".aT:Q c:„RCH PQOr-.PJP~-;Oo T"< Igz: PF ALL H'V,-HALO OKVICiS
ihe toilowing proceoures snou~a -e usaa;n conauct.nc a searcn us;na
hand-i.eld deiection devices,

a. assure ihat the detect'cn device is in proper working or"er.

'*b. Mith the device approxima ely two to four inches fror ihe subject,
slowly pass ihe device over the- eniire body w ih the de ec ion
loop parallel with the body, front and back. Then pass the device
slowly over tl e arms and legs, frcnt, back and sides, Particular
attention snould be paid to waist, groin, armpit, and ankle area. ~

'Wi ih praciice, a thoroucn.searcn can be made in one minute. Hand-
carried ouier garments »ill be searched by hand. Bags and parcels
of any si"e will not be searched usinc a hard-hei~ ~capon datec.'.on
dovlc~

c. i unii alarms, ii irdicaies that reta1 is present in a aiven area.
Ask subject t" remove anv metal and search acain.

performance ~ es: Ti.e performarce test for i;and-held detec "rs si;auld
be conducted at the beairnina c. eacn shift: The CQH,22 shor: will
be pIaced in positions 1 thrcuah "

as shown in Figure 1, The detection
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should be at i eas ~ 3 detect iotas OUt oY 3 tes:s f'Pr each posi tion
tes ed

Coe+a t i of'a l: es I he o,"e~a0 iona'est i c ~ ha/'eld Petal detectol 5

j s „„e sape as he pe: Qt ~ afl e tes
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+, 0 UNITEO STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO41MlsslON

'LVASHINQTQN, O. C. 20555

M-,iIORA~~IIIM FOR: Reac.or Sa=eguards Licensinc branch, DOR

fROil:

SUBJECT:

Robert A. Clark, Chief, Reactor Sa.eguards
~ Licersing Branch, OOR

PERFORI+t;)CE OF X-RAY OEVIC S - REVl 'A GUIDELl,'IES .""4

All licensees are reauired to search packaces entering the protec ed
area. This search may be conducted by X-ray devices. Enclosed is a
standardized procedure that is acceptable to assure the X-ray devices
are operating properly.

cc: J. R. Miller
J. M. EIliot.

( j,,
''. (w.(<Lc

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safecuards Licensing aranch
Oivision of Operating Reactors





Performance of X-Ray Oevices

="ouioment Perfo.—..ance Standard:

(1) An X-ray monitor must be able to image and an operator must be

able to see an insulated Z4 cauge solid c"p"er wire.

0"erator Per,or-„,ance Standard:

(1) Operators of an X-ray monitor must be trained to recognize

unauthorized articles, includirg weapons, explosives and incen-

di a ry dev,'es in X-ray images .

~K-ra Imaging Testing:

(1) At least quarterly, each X-ray sys em shall be tested to assure

that the monitor will imaae and an operator can see insulated 24

guage solid copoer wire.

(2) A wire test kit is used consisting of samples o, 20, 22, 24 and

26 gauge solid copper wire.

(3) The wire test samol es ar e placed in X-ray svstems in the same way

packages are introduc d. If the 25 guage wire can be seen, the X-ray

exceeds performance standards. I, the 24 guage wire can be

seen clearly, the X-ray is acceptable. f= 22 guage wire can

be seen clearly but not 24 guage, the X-ray monitor must

be repaired or replaced within 46 hours. If 20 guage wire can

be seen bu no» 2Z or 24 guage, the X-ray monitor must be repaired
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or re~]ac~d w',tnin 24 hours. lf 20 cauce wire cannot be seen, the

X-rav cannot be used for'he screening o-. packages. i.ems .Js. e

phys',cally inspected.

X-rav operator Tes inc:

{1) 'n 4 on of operator per or-„ance is conduc.ed a . le s. qJa t yd 1 ~ ' terl„e u

at eaci X-ray svsten. The procedures set .orth belovr are o.lowed using

as -"~ ~s'boe~-: cuns dasicned for calibration ot de;ector testing.V

(
"'"- » '"ma'ic Titan .25 au opiatic, General Precis on,"iodel 20.22LR,

C "2
c-'2)

,he t4st cbjec is posit:oned in a packace so that 2 c'ear undiscuiseddies I

la. ral (profile) i-,ace would locicallv be projected on .he ronitor

durinc X-rav inspection o the packace.

d c ing )ii es "r>sents the packace or inspection jus.(3) The person
conduci.in's

any pe. son would - without prior notification or iden...ica .ion.

(4) I the operator detects the object, he or she is appropria ely cred>ted.

(6) lf he test obiect is visible on the monitor and is not detected bv

the operator, arrangements are made for corrective act'.'on sucn as

training, suoervision, disc "„1-'nary actior, etc.

»s» o"'.~~ is not visible on the X-ray r-,on>tor,(6) i a clear ir,;age o- the .es.

ii+ wi l t~s i s conducted to make certa in the X-ray i s opera. ing

.satisfactorily. i it is, the operator test is repeated.

Iappro"riate corrective action is taken.
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UNITED STATES
NVCLCAR RGQVLATQRY COMMISSION

WASMINGTON, O. C. 20555

NQ!t' ~ lgi8

HKt',ORAllOUt", FOR: Reactor Safeouards Licensing Sranch
Oivi sion o Operating Reactors, NRR

FROt1:

SUBJ"=CT:

Rober A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensino "=ranch
Oivi sion of Operating Reactors, NRR

LICcNSEc OKSIGNAT O VEHICL'KS - RcVIKW GUIDELINE 05
RcVISION THRcE

Licensee Designated Vehicles (LOVS) are defined as those vehicles owned
by tne licensee or c! ned by a contractor of the licensee. All LOYS are
limited in their use to onsite plant functiors and remain in the pro-
tected area exceot for operational, maintenance, repair, security, and
emergency purposes. All LOYS shall be used only by authorized pe~sons.
When unattended, all LOYS shall have the ignition locked and he ignition
key controlled by an authorized person.

LOVS shall only be allowed to leave the protec.ad area for the purpose
o- servicing, repairs, emercencies or otl er direc.ly related activities.
Under these circumstances, a search of the vehicle will be conducted prior
to re-entry. However, LOYS may be allowed to leave the pro. ected area and
return wi thout beino searched providing:

1. The vehicle did not leave he owner-controlled area, and

2. Two individuals having unescorted access to the pro-
tected area have be n with the vehicle continously to
ensure the vehicle is not being used to transport
weapons, explosives or incendiary devices into the
protected area.

OR

l. The vehicle does not leave the owner-controlled area, and

2. The vehicle and driver are under the surveillance of a
member of the security organization to ensure that no
contraband is placed i n or on the vehicle while outside
the protected area.





2 Gg ()i 878

Licensee or contr ac.or owned vehicles (particularly special purpose vehicles)
that are not nornal ly assioned to onsi e plant functions may be so designated
as LDVS temporarily for short periods (but not less than 24 hours) provided
they are searched prior to entry and are subjected to the sane controls as
perpanen LD

cc: J. R. Niller

—
g,(

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Sa;eguards Licensing Branch
Oivision of Operating Reacto.s, NRR
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NUCLEAR R EQULATOR Y COMMISS) ON

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch, DOR

FROM:

SUBJECT:

'. A. Clark, Chic=, Reactor Sa.ecuards
Licensing Branch, DQR

'(EED FOR ACCESS TQ 'I'.TAL AREA5 - REV EA GUIDELINE '6

Positive access control is required for the phvsical protection of
nuclear power plants, Positive access control provides assurance
that only authorized individuals enter a vital area for authorized
reasons. One element of positive access control is the establishment
of the need for access. A system for establishing the need for

~access should be based on an individual's assigned duties and normal
workino hours, During normal working hours an individual should be
granted access based upon his position. It is not necessary to
cetermine his exact reason to enter a vital area that is associated'ith his assigned tasks. During times other than normal working
hours an individual should confirm a need to enter a vital area.
The follow na describes an acceptable method of establishing a ne d
for access to vital areas.

Need for Access

{1) The need for access is established when an individual is authorized
access to vital areas. This need for access is revalidated at
least once every 31 days. During normal working hours, an
individual is granted access to those vital areas iden ified in
his authorization.

(2) The shift supervisor is notified of all individuals on si .e more
than one hour after the end of'he individual's normal working
hours. No further action is required unless directed by the
shif. supervisor.

(3) Tne shift supervisor is notified prior to granting an individual
access to the protected area at times other than the individual's
normal reporting time. When aranting access to the protec ed
area, the shift supervisor may also crant access to :hose vital
areas iden.i,ied in the indtvidual's authorization.

R. A, Clark, Chief
Reactor Safaguards Licensino Branch
Division of Operating Reactors

cc: J. R. Miller
J. H. Elliott
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WASHINQTOhl. 0, C. 20555
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HENORANDUH FOR: Reactor Safeouards Licensing 8ranch

FROil:

SUBJECT:

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing 8ranch
Division of Operating Reactors, ERR

CH"'IGiHG OF HARD KEY/LOCYS UPON EivtPLOYEE

TERH NATION - REYIEM GUIDELINE NUilBER 7

10 CFR 73.c"" requ res that ail keys, locks, combinations and reiiated equip-
menT. used to control access to protected and v tal areas be controlled to
reduce the probability of compromise. The rule also requires that whenever
:here is evidence that any key, lock, combination may have been compromised,it snail be changed. Tne rule proceeds to require that upon termination of
employment of any employee, the keys, locks, combinations and related
equ'.'-.-.ent to which:he employee had access shall be changed.

The object've of changing keys, locks, combinations and reiated equ:pmen'.
ucon termination of an erplcyee is to reduce the prcoabiii y of ccmipromise.
For a hard (.;.etal) key and lock system, the ob„:ective oi reducing the
probability of compromise of the keys and locks can be met by a program
that chances nard keys and locks on a periodic basis and upon t rmination
of an employee for other than favorable reasons.

The following describes an acceptable method of changing hard keys, locks
and relat d equipment to which a terminated emoloyee had access:

(I) If an employee is terminated under other than favorable
conditions, all keys, locks and related equipment to
wnich he had ac"ess shall be chanaed.

(2) The keys, locks and related equipment to which a
terminated employee had access need not be changed if:
(a) The termination was under favorable conditions

and the licensee documents this fact, and

(b) The licensee periodically (at least once each
IZ months) changes or rotates all hard keys
and locks =or the protec ed a'rea barrier and
all access doors to vital areas.

R bert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing 8ranch
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISS)ON

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555

i",Ei"iOP~1GUN FOR:

FROi'l:

Reactor Safeguards Licensing 8ranch, DOR

R. A. Clark, Chief, Reactor Safeguards
Licensing 8ranch, OGR

SUBJECT".TI: CRI!ERIA FOR GRAIL! ING F HER THAN 10 ARbtED
RESPONOERS - REVIEM GUIOELINE .-"8

The regulations provide for a nominal number of armed response personnel
as ten (10) and that this number may not be reduced to less than five
{8) guards. The statement or consideration states that, the number of
such personnel may be more or less than the nominal number depending
on factors such as the following, to be considered during evaluation of
a licensee's physical security plan, not. necessarily in order of
importance:

(a) Sel!ection, training and motivation o response orce.
{b) Availability and cons. ruction of defensive positions.
(c) Availability and knowledge of weapons and o her equipment.
{d) Individual site considerations, including size, topography,

configuration, geography, ~cather, and number of nuclear
power plant units.

(e) Location and reliability of initial detection devices.
(f) Consideration of LLEA response.
(g) Vital area hardening, including plane design, location of and

access control to vital areas.
(h) =esign and construction of protected area barriers.
(i ) Redundancy of security systems.
(j ) Ini-ial clearance and continuing reliability assessment of

personnel.
{k) Security and contingency procedures.

Kn addition to these criteria, the following actors may be considered
tc evaluate the case by case justification for response personnel
numbers:

(a) The LLEA response time and their numbers.
(b) The quality of the screening program.
(c) The complexity of the layout of he plant wi hin the pro-

tected area.
ibed(d) The analysis of the integrated security sys em as desrri ed

in NUREG 0220, Chap er 11.
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Reactor Safeguards Licensing
Branch

-2-

(e) actors outside the owner controlled area that may increase or
decrease the vulnerability of the protected area ard are beyond
the licensee's contr:1.

( ) The availab;li-y cf guards or response personrel From other
guard forces in the vicinity.

cc: D. R. Y.ilier
J. H. Elliott

R. A. Clark, Chie7
Reac or Sa.eguards Licensing Branch
Givision o Operat'ng Reactors
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'i.")".CR"'7'OUIiv FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch i'.eIIIbers, OOR

I"ROM:

SUBJECT:

Rober. A. Clark, Chief, Reactor Sa eguards
Licensing Branch, OOR

ACCEPTABLE COMPENSATORY ME "SURES;-OR INTRUSION
OETECTIOt'ARDWARE

OUTACE {E.G., ZQilE, SYSTEM) PROTECTEO A EA
VITAL AREAS - REVIEW 6UIOELI'7E i<U".BER 9

The objec.ive of perimeter intrusion detection riardware is to detect the
unauthorized entry or attempted entry of individuals or vehicles into
tre pro. ected area and to provide an "aler ." to the security organiza-
tion so tl at response by a r sponse force will be initiated at the time
0 pe.:etration into the protected area.

In t".e'ven . of a hardvare outace the compensatory measures must satisTy
:his ob7ective by providinc a means for detecting unauthcr7zed entry and
Gr alerting the securi y organization or by providinc a response cree

to control all paths from the area of'utage to all vital areas.
Acceptable measures compensatory to perimeter intrusion detection outage
are:

a) Back-up intrusion detec.ion svstem of equal'apability.
b) Dedicated CCTV witn continuous monitoring of the perimeter

zone(s) a Tected by tne outage.

c) Or.-the-spot guards visually monitoring the perimeter zone(s)
affected by the outace.

d) Response Torce deployed to control al1 paths Trom the peri-
meter zone(s) a,fected by tl e outage to all vital areas.

Tne objective of the vital area intrusion detection hardware is to de-
tect the unauthorized entry of individuals (and at some facilities-
vehicles ) jnto vital areas and to prcvide to the security organization
an "alert" so that response by a resoonse orce will be iriitiated at
the time of penetration into the vital area.

In the event of a hardware outace the compensatory measures mus . satisty
this objective by either providing a means for detecting unauthorize





Reactor Sa ecuards Licensing
Sranch t!embers

entry and alerting the security organization or providing the response
force to control the paths to the affected vital areas. Acceptable
measures compensato.y to a vital area intrusion detection outa e are:

a)- 0 back-up intrusion detection system of equal capability.

b) Dedicated CCTV ~ith con inuous monitoring of the portals
af, acted by the outage.

c) On-the-spo cuards visually monitoring the portals
affected by:he ou age.

d) Res"onse force deployment to control all approaches to the
affected vital areas.

l7~. v».'-- ~
Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Sa fecua rd s Licensing "=ranch
Division of Operating Reactors

C
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UNITSO STATES
hlVCLZAR REGULATORY COh'iMlsstON

WASHINGTON, 0, C. 2CSSS

MK'4GRAi')OUN FQR: Reac;or Safeguards Licensing "=ranch

FROM:

SUiv'eCT:

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Sa eguards Licensin" Branch

CG4lPK'lSAlORY ~t~ASURcS FQR THc. LOSS OF i')ORIEL
PO'ACR SUPPLY TQ Sc"lJRjTY LjGriT:llG - RcV I "M

GU j'LjQg liU<B"R l Q

jilumination, a
secul 1 v ol ganii
pro. c. d area
l im. ed ex ent
the loss o- thi
implemented to

s an element of a security sy'.
zation with the capabiiicy -c
to permit early de-;ec;ion an
acts as a deterrent to pote
s elamen., certain compens
counteract the deficienc"

The following represent some o the acceozaole cciilc. ~ .
which wnen utilized separately or in comb na:ion, would be found
appropria:e:

1) Switch to stand-by power.
2) Low licht level surveillance devices.
3) Portable light,ng devices.
4) PositionIng of security personnel at strategic locations

Tor adversary interception.

Rober. A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
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N ."!C.".All"Ul1 FOR: Reactor Sa;eguards Licensino Branch

cRO'I

SLIBJ~C I:

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Sa eguards Licensino Branch

VITAL AREA POSITIVE ACC SS COl>TROL OEFIl<II IG4
REVIF'A GUIOELIllE 'lUNBER 1 l

Pos i t ive Access Control is defined as those measures necessary to
assure that individuals ~ho reouest entry into vital areas have
been de=erm ned to have a need for such access and that these indi-
viduals nave been positively identi ied before entry is cranted into
those areas.

For vital areas, positive access control is accomplished upon entry
into the Protected Area where personnel are positively identified as
having a ne d 'or access and "k ys" are issued for vital areas
accordino to the assessed need.

/. ~
'

[ ( ~ (l
/

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Sa eguards Licensing

Branch
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UNITEO STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY CQMMISS1ON

leASH>NGTON. 0. C. 20555

i~!"l"QMDUH FOR: Reac.or Sa Teguards Licens inc Branch

FRQt!:

SUBJECT:

Rober. A. Clark, Chier
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch

SABQT'GE It/CIDEHT t"3'lAGEHEHT - REVIEN GUIQELIHE
HUi~!SER 12

The licensee is responsible for the sa e operation oi his nuclear
power plant and therefore is oblioated to employ effectively all
resources w-'.hin his control to protect the public health and sarety
under all circ.mstanc s; including a sabotage incident.

The security plans and procedures implementing the security plans
pr scribe the means to provide protection with high assurance aoainst
success ul industrial sabotage by two design level threats ()73.5o
(a)(l),(2)). The protection thus af orded'is not limited to the
design level threats, but will also provide a lesser or greater degree
of protection ror threats that are larger or smaller, simpler or more
sopnlst,lcated.

In the event of a sabotage at"empt, the available licensee and LLB
resources and orces must be used in the most efTective manner to counter
the actual threat based on the circumstances of the situation. it
is recognized that the Security Plan and the implementing security
procedures may not equally or adequately address the complete range
of oossible threats. Therefore, it is necessary that the security
plan and procedures accommodate the necessary freedom of action needed
by the individual in charge at the site at time of an actual threat to
employ the available resources (e.g. physical protection systems,
security organization, response forces, LLEW, etc) in a manner tlat he
considers re~st effective to counter that threat.

)--,. ~=<(~ („-.
Robert A. C1ark, Chief
Reac or Sa eguards Llcenslng Branc
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR R E GULA TOR Y COMMISSION

lNASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

E'~OR NOJM FOR'eactor Safeouards Licensing Sranch

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Robert A. Clark, Chic
Reactor Sa eouards Licensing Branch

COMPENSATORY MEASUPES FOR VITAL AREAS LACKING
THE "TWO O'RRIcD PROTECTION" - REVIEW GUIOELINE
HUMSER 13

10 CFR 73.58 requires that vi.al equioment be protected by a minimum
of two barriers i.e., Protected and Vital, which are defined in
10 CFR 73.2. The barr'ers couoled with the defense in depth concept,
isolation zones, continuous monitoring and periodic surveillance
result in high assurance detection and resistance to penetration.

In some cases barrier separation is impossible to achieve due to
ope. ational design needs, as exemolified most often by :he positioning
of the service water intake structures on borders of bodies of water.
In other cases location of vital equipment was instituted prior to
the issuance of 73.85, making it impractical to require relocation.
In both cases other measures must be implemented to compensate for
the loss or the basic. criteria. =

The follcwing reoresen. Some acceptable compensatory (or equivalent)
reasures that may be used together or separately (depending upon
site specifics} in achieving the objective:

1. Hardening of coIanon barriers.
Z. Additional "early warning" monitoring devices.
3. More frequent surveillance.
4. Positive response posture to coIITIIon barrier locations.
5. Positioning of security post in close proximity of common

barriers.

7.::,-i.'~ Cu,, I

Rober". A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSlON

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555

~4lEMOR" llDJY: FOR: Reac.cr Safecuards Licensino Branch

FROM:

SU80ECT:

R. A. Cla. k, Chief
Reactor Safeouarcs Licensing Branch

LOCKI'lG SYS7 IS-ASSI'RANCE OF AFcTY AND SAFEGUARDS
DURING '"l cl ERGENCY-RE'/IE'A GUIDELINE NUMBER 14

Under emergency conditions, prompt ingress into certain safety-related
areas must be assured to enable safe shutdown of a nucleal power plant,
and uni-peded egress from all par.s of the facility must be assured in
the inteI est of personnel safety.

The design and operation of security. devices for doors to vital areas
shculd be based on both safety and security. :he followino provides
guidance on the design an" use of security cevices on vital area doors:

F

a) Prompt emercency ingress into elec .ricallv and mechanically locked-
safety-related areas bv essential oersonnel must be assured in
a'y postulated occurrence through the combined use of the features
below or, the equivalen..

1) Provide reliable and uninterruptable auxiliary po~er to the
entire electrical locking sys em, including its controls
(sufficient pnysical separation, electrical isolation, and
redundancy must be provided to prevent the occurrence of
a common mode fa"Iure in the uninterruptable auxiliary power
supply for the 1'ock system in any design basis event); and

2) Provide electrical locking devices wnich all in the secure
mode upon loss oT both primary and auxiliary power and are
equipped with secur mechanical means and assoc'.ated proce-
dures to override the failed electrical locking devices
(e.g., key locks with keys held by appropriate personnel who
know wi en and how to use them); or

3) Provide electrical locking devices which fail in the open
mode upon loss of both primary and auxiliary power and
associated procedures which provide compensatory measures for
the open doors (e.g., deploying guards to strat gic points)



0



(The fail open eature should be used ~onl on selected in-
terior doors.); or

4) Provide key locks with keys held by aooropriate personnel
who know when and how to use them; and

B) Provide periodic testing'o all locking systems and mechanical
overrides to confirm their operability under auxiliary power
as well as failed conditions.

b) Unimpeded emergency egress must be assured from all parts of
facilities, :I e security nardware and systems must be designed
and installed so as to flot degrade personnel safety, and such har-
ware and systems should be in con ormance with applicable {St te/
Local) fire regulations and life safe.y codes.

\

'7.-~<: .~C.. c~ k.:
Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Sa eguards Licensing Branch
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

EB Cg f978

sMEFQRAHOUN FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensinc Branch; OOR

FROYi.

SU8uFCT:

R. A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch, OOR

PACVGE SEARCH - REVIEM GUIOELIiVE i'sUM8ER 15

Paragraph 73.55 {d)(3) requires that all packaces and material for
delivery into the protected area shall be cnecked for proper Identi-
fication and authorization and searched for devices such as firearms,
exoIosives and incendiary devices or other items which could be used
=or industrial sabotaoe prior to admittance into the pro. ected area,
except those Commission approved delivery and inspection activities
specifically designated by tl e lic nsee to be carried out within
vital or protected areas for reasons of safety, security or opera-
tional necessity.

Tnis requirer ent ensures detection of unauthorized ma .erials before
protected area entry or before they could be effec ively employed in
industrial sabotage of vital equipment. The following provides
guidance for me ting the requirements of ) 73.55 (d)(3) and ,or
Commission approval of delivery and inspection activities inside he
protected area:

(1) All packages and material for delivery into the
protected area shall be checked for proper iden-
tification and authorization.

{2) Prior to entering the protected area all packages
and material shall be physically searched, mac.".ine
searched or nandled as one of the categories
listed below.

~ca ecor 'I - gackaces and materia'Is for other consignees on cotcson
carrier vehicles are permitted into the protected area without search
provided:

(1) the vehicle is escorted by a guard, and
(2) the packages and material is under the obser-

vation of a guard, and
(3) the packaces and materials are not unloaded in

the protected area.

Category II - Bulk products being unloaded while under .he observation
of a guard constitutes an adequate search.
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search constitu es a danaer to the individual or would render the
object beinc searched unusable or contaminated. These packaces and
r<aterials shall be positively controlled. (For example, stored in
a locked area controlled by persons familiar with the material).
Products for human consumption shall be posi ively controlled only
to the exten. practical. (For example, limiting most items to the
lunch room)

~C

process are permit ed into the protected area without search but
snail be stored in locked areas and opened at their final destination
point under the supervision of persons familiar with their contents.

inclosure:
Lis of Examples of E'ach Cateaory

cc: J. R. Nil'.er

Reactor Safeauards Licens na Branch
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Examples of Each Catecorv

Catecorv I

Packages on common carrier vehicles, such as UPS
Packaces on vendor vehicles, such as drinks and food consigned to
other locations
Garbage pickup trucks
Mast oil removal trucks
Sewace pumping vehicles

Cateaor II
Gravel
Lumber, Paving material
Fill dirt
Iron 5 steel pipe, angles, sheet
Gasoline
Carbon dioxide
Diesel fuel
Hydrogen
Nitrogen { 1iquid)
Power transformer oil
Turbine oil
Propane gas
Sodium hydroxide
Su1 fur ic acid
Pressurized gas cylinder s
Resins

Ca tecor III
Small individually packaged food con.ainer
Canned drinks for human consumption
Cigarettes
Fuel asse. blies

Catecorv IV

Of; ice supplies
iilachine sealed or factory assembled material s and equipment
Hermetically seal ed products
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UNITED STATKS
IVUCLcAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'A'ASMINGTON, Q. C. 20555

0" 1973

N HCRAN Us", FOR: Reactor Safecuards Licensing Branch

FROM:

SUSuECT:

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor SaTeguards Licensing Branch

PROTECTIVE MEASURES FOR CAS OR SAS USING THE EQUI-
VALENT INFORt ATION CONCEPT-REVI M GUIDELIa< NUYiBER 16

g73.5~ requ'res, inpart, the assessment of a threat; response to detection
of a penetration or an intrusion; and a capability of observing isolation
zones and the physical "arrier at the perimeter of the protected area.
The detection aids, comrunications and response requirements in g73.65
(e), (f) and (h) were intended to assist the'icensee by providing him
wi th an accep:able means of meeting these responsibilities. Paragraoh
(e) requires two contiruously manned alarm stations so that a sinole
act cannot remove the capability of calling for assistance or otherwise
responding to an alarm; that all alarms shall annunciate in both stations;
and shall indicate the type and location of each alarm. Paragraph (f)
requires tha both alarm stations shall have two-way voic cowlunicat ons
as well as conventional telephone comnunication. Paragraph (h) requires
a surveillance capability. These requirements have been interpreted to
mean that the licensee must provide for the rec ipt and display of equi-
valent alarm and surveillance data plus communications capability in both
alarm stations but not necessariiy.:he same 'level o-, surveil1ance
monitoring display.

The following are the regulatory requirements for the CAS 5 SAS:

(I) Both stations shall be continuously manned.
(2 All alarms must annunciate in both stations.
(3) Annunciation shall indicate type and location of alarm.
(4 Hoth stations must have two-way voice (wireless) as well

as conventional telephore capability.
(5) Both stations must have equivalent alarm and sur veillanc

data.
(6) AII alarm devices and alarm transmission lines for both

stations mus be sel.-checking and tamper-indicating.
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Since g73.55 does not provide guidance on how tf ese stations are to
interact, protectinc against the threat of an insider operating from
either station will have to be dealt with through licensee developed
procedural checks designed to insure against successful malevolent
actions by either alarn staiion operator. However, criteria have evolved
that appear essential in establishing a defensive rame work against
this threat. Consequently the following additional licensee implemented
measures, used individually or in combination, when coupled with ihe
regulatory requirements set forth above, are acceotable in satisfying
the high assurance provisions of g73.55 (a){2).

(1)

(2)
(3)

(5)

(6)
(7)

Random selection of CAS/SAS operators at the beginning of
each shi t.
Use of the two-man rule in CAS.
Each station to have independence of action to call for
assisiance when suspicious of the action(s) of the other
station.
The secondary station must have the capability of confir-
ming the appropriateness o the CAS operators actions in
response to alarms {e,g., radio contact with responders, sur-
veillance monitoring, etc.).
Strict control of access to the security computer software
programs.
Strict control of access to either station.
insuring that one station cannot inhibit the ,low of infor-
mation to the other.

The foregoing are not meant to be all inclusive. They are listed as
the most cesired licensee actions that wnen coup'led wiih the regulatory
requirements set forth above will provide the high assurance protection
that is being sought.

Rober t A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
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WASHINGTON D. C. 20555

i~Ei~QRANGUti FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
i".embers, COR

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Robert A. Cl ark, Chi ef
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch, DQR

O FINITION OF VITAL AREAS, REVISION 1

REVIEW GUIDELINE NO. 17

Enclosed is Review Guideline Number 17, i.e., the

revised definition of vital areas.

Enclosure:
As stated

7 i: 4.< '.'I l'---

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reac tor Sa fegua rds Licens ing

Branch, 00R
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DEFINITION OF

VITAL AREAS ANO EQUI&M":AT

Revision 1

Applicable Sections of 10 CFR 73

73.=~ (c)(1):

"The licensee shall locate vital equipment only within a vital area,

wnich in turn, shall be loca ed within a protected area such that

access to vital equipment requires passage through at least two

physical barriers of sufficient strength to meet tt e performance

requirements of Garacraph (a) of this section. Yore than one vi .al

area may be located within a single protected area."

73.2 (h):

"Vi-al area means any area which contains vital equipmen within a

structure, the walls, roof, and floor of which constitute physical

barriers oj construction at least as substantial as walls as described

in paragraph (f)(2)."
73.2 (i):
"Vital equipment reans any equipment, system, device, or'aterial

ailure, destruction, or release of which could direc.ly or indirec ly

endanoer the public health and safety by exposure to radiation.

Equipment or systems which would be required to unction to protect

public health and safety following such,ailure, destruction or

release are also considered to be vital."



B. Assumptions and Oefinitions

In the application of these regulations to a tvoical LMR plant, the

following considerat ors and assumotions are made:

1. Paragr'ph 73.55 (c) .equires vi'al equipment to be enclosed

by two barriers, The combina.ion of barriers, in conjunct',on

with other components of the security system, mus ~ provide a

sufficient delay to an intrusion to meet the performance require-

men:s of 73.55 (a).

2. To "endanger the public health and safety by exposure to radiation
'eauiresa s igni7icant off-site release of radioactivi ty. For

LMR's the following sources of significant quanti ties of radio-

activi-.y should be conside. ed:

a. The reactor core,

b. Spent fuel,

c. Radwaste'ystems, if the'otal radwaste inventory is greater

than nxC, where:

n is the ratio of the applicable dose guideline of 10 CFR

100 to the dose computed for accidental releases in

Chapter 15 of the FSAR, and

c is the release (curies) assumed in the accidental

release calculation of the FSAR.

3. Vital Areas fall into two general categories:

a. Tvoe I vital areas, i.e., those areas wherein successful

sabotace can be accomplished by compromising or destroying



the vital systems- or components locat d within this area.1/ 4

(Sy definition, an area containino systems or components

whose failure or destruction results in a direct release

is a Tvpe I vital area.)

b. Tyoe II vital areas, ie., those areas which contain systems

or components whose failure or destruction would lead to

successful sabotage only in conjunction wi ".h additional

sabotage activity in at least one other, separat~ vital2/

area. (Safety related equipment designed to mitigate the

consequences of'ilures o other systems usually falls
into this c tegory.)

4. Shen classifying vital equipment as Type I or II, the following

assumptions apply:

a) The concurrence of violent natural phenomena with a security

contingency need not be considered.

b) Random (accidental) failure of equipment concurrent with a

security contingency need not be considered. However, a

security contingency during routine or planned outages of

equipment, as'ermitted by the technical specifications,

must be considered.

1/ "System" refers to all components, mechanical and electrical, includ-
ing piping, cabling, power supply, and other support systems to carry
out the design unction provided by the system.

2/ For the purpose of this discussion, a vital area.may be considered
"separate" if it is separated from the area under consideration by
a barrier or distance sufficient to delay the saboteur's access long
enough to demonstrate interception and engagement by the securi y
response force.



c) Loss of off-site power must be assumed since it is

impractical to protect transmission lines against sabotaoe.

C. Discussion

The definition of vital equipmcnt, 73.2 (i), includes equipment

~hose failure would lead to a direct reIease, as well as equipment

required to function for the protection of public health and safety

ollowing a postulated sabotage attack. This is analagous to the

defini tion of safety-reIated equipment, which includes primary

fission produc barriers, as well as .he systems required to mitigate

the consequences o a bro ach of .ne barrier. Tnerefore, essentially

all safety related equipment must be con'sidered vital. ln order to

avoid duplication of safety analyses, the systems listed in Beg. Guide

1.29 snould be considered vital.

It should be noted tha. a facility which provides sufficient delay

ime to permit interruption of the ext mal threat of l(a)(I} at

all vital area barriers, and for which adequate protection against

the insider threat of 5(a)(Z) is provided for all vital areas would

meet, the r quirements of 73.55 without the designation of any

eo'sType I Yital Areas. In practice, ho~ever, it is to the licensee s

advantage to segregate vital areas into Type I and II, in order to

take credit or the fact that a saboteur could not achieve success-ul

sabotace in Type II vital areas without penetrating additional barriers.
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D. Review Guidelires

l. All systems listed in Reg. Guide 1.29 as "Seismic Category I"

are considered vital. (A sound technical basis must be pro-

vided by the licensee for any deviation from this list.)
2. Type I Vital Areas shou:d be identified by the licensee, using

the definitions and assumptions listed in B. If Type I Vital

Areas are not identi.ied by the license , the lis . provided in

the Appendix may be used as ouidance.

3. High assurance. protection against the external and internal

threat mus . be provided for all Type I Vital Areas. This

requires a demonstration that anv external Type I vital

barriers provide sufficient delay to the external threat

($ (a)(1)) to permit a timely engagement by the armed response

force, and appropriately restricted access controls, controls

of activity, or other methods of protection against the in'sider,

to meet the internal threat (<(a)(2)). For Type II Vital Areas,

a combination of multiple barriers, each of v hich meets tne

requirements of 73.2( )(2) or its equivalent, and the associated

individual access controls, provides high assurance protec.'ion

agains the external and 'in.ernal threat.



Appendix

,.SAMPLE LIST OF TYPE I VITAL AREAS

1. Primary containment

2. Cortainment electrical and piping peretration areas

3. Control room

V ~

6.

J ~

Cable spreading room

Primary shutdown system (i i outside containmen )

All areas associated with one complete decay heat removal system
(including all necessary support systems, e.g., power supply,
cooling, ard luoricating systems.}

Battery rooms (including ba tery cl arger areas)
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REGULATORY GUIDE i.29

SEISMIC DESIGN CLASSlFlCAT1ON

.i

A. INTROOUCTION nuclear power plants that should '~ des;g.ed to wi'.h-
siand the eifects oi the SSE.

8. 0 IS CUSS I0 N
Ceneral Design Cri.erion . Design Bases fear Protec.

sion Against ifatusal Phenon:ena," of Appendix A,
"Ceneral Design C;stela for .Isluciear Power Plants," ta
ip CFR Pars 50, »'~censing of Producuon and Vtilia-
iion 5 adlities,» r:quires that nuclear power plant
structures, system. and components important ta safety
be designed to»ithstand the effects oi earthquakes
without lass oi'apability to pesform their safe:y
t un ation s ..

c. Sysiems'r paruons of systems that are

required for (I) emergency care caoiing, (2) pastac".
dent containment heat removal, or (3) pastaccident

'he sysicm boundary inciudcs those AAorions o( the sysicm
rcqussfid io sccompiish the spccdicd ss(cry (uncuon snd
connected pipiaS up io snd inciuduig ihc last tsitc (fnciudiaS i
safety or icuc! Itstvcl thst is cnhcs noimsiiy cioscd oi cspsblc
o( suiomsuc c!osuic when !hc ss(cty funcuon is icqufrcda

This guide describes an acceptable method of identic
fying and classifying those features of lizht waterecooied

After renewing a rAg5ec oC:ippUcatians for con-
struction perruts aced apecging"Renses far bailing and
pressurized watet~char power phnts, the sMRC staif
has developed a:Hcxbic La'gn c!assiticatian system for
idenufying Jive,"lant,hat res that should be designed
to wtthsund'tbva'fees oi the SSF . Those structures.
system~" aad co~ents that should be designed to
remain ia&u'Ietietal it the SSE occurs have been 'esig-

Appendix B. "Quality Assuranc Ciltena for ss uclear
Power Plants and Fue. Reprocessing Plants," to I 0 CFR
Part 50 establishes „"uality assurance re "uirements:or > ~.,

C REGULATORY ppsi ION
the design, construction. and operation oi nuclear power,.~3~
plant structures. systems. and components that pre"ent . I'~e follow,-n«tructures p sic~+ anti compo
or mitigate the consequences of Postulated accideHC-> nims of a nuclear power pl,nt ~ inc!udLzg their !aunda-
that cauid cause undue nsk to the heaith and sary af 4 tions and su rts are designated as Sc'snuc Cate~ori I
the Public. The Pesunent requtremmtts of Aoce~8 and snouM bc designed to withstand the effects a: the
aPPlY to all acuviues affecting the safety ed t 'SE a d remain funcuonal ~we ~atnent amUty
uons of those structures, system+, and co nen~r~ muranc- requirements oi Appendix 9 to i p™Crjpart

50 should be applied:o all activiues aifeciing the
ndix A. "Seismic and Ccologic Si ..itena

for Nuclear Power Pants,- to lp CFR Part lpp, safety.re!ated functions af these structures, systems, and

"Reactor Site Criteria." requiscs that ail nuclear power components.

plants be designed so tiM. '8'he Safe Si:utdown
a. The reactor coolant pressure boundary.

Earthquake (SSE) accurs&tQ ~es, system, and
components importagt to 'sakty reaain funcuonal.
These plant feature@'re 4ose 'atcessary to ensure ( I ) b. The reactor core and reac:or vessci interna!s.

the integrity of the:reactor'woo!ant pressure boundary,
(2) the capabi~ t~t d~ the reactor and nezsntain
it in a safe ~idiom condition. ar (3) the capability to
prevent or rdtljfte the consequences of accidents that
could result in pb~tial aiTsite exposure comparabh ta
the guideUne exposures oi lp CFR Part 100.

UShlRC ACGUt ac TORV OUIOES
otfv~totv c»etta aro Iwoo to Itsc«ot aoo «aa ~ tro»as»t ro IAt ovatac
evtfoaot acctofaoat l4 evt voc st ~ tt os AaoaHator'Af latest c OIAI tt IAO
vowevesleoea I eofveolat»1 4 tte AIalt Itc»A'outa vt1~ 11 IAO Il~ ll A teatv
~ lwf so»cat c troat ~ a«1 4r ooslva ~ l14 acc cHI0 sr l4 1st 4 ~ fvoHca I~ I~ oer

cHt ~ atfve ~ lost »wool rat »4t Ivosl'avl ~ I 4r IfvIIao»I Ho ct«o*1»ct
« IA IAtrve1 eats rtowt4 4troaoa Ht Iaautaoe«oafft 1AI ttoeA IAoao I~I oui e»
fat fva411 «eo ot ace sataar ~ I Iatt oro'e tt ~ 'lose ~ att aot le»ovfa rtov Ht I~
eat ass»HCO or coAfeovHc ~ Al ~ tace«t Ir ctAI1ft IAtCot«A«lwo
car»e»tAI ~ a»4 I»fatti,»s rr» .e«art»»e»t ~ a,A l tat i»coat ae ~ 1»co»4foo
~ t ~ I tawts e»4 CVOts ~a at Iv.era ~ I ~ e arAOe al ~ IO ~ Cit«etttt»1 Catv
e»ttats Ho l4 rt»ICl Aa Att~ ~ t'tea Ar ~ ao ~ r tAC~ vt«tvtt CO»\a»I»I ~ OA
ta ~ Owtt ~ tat «tt 'VA ~ IV»rl t«A Wt»a»% ~ tftr ~ I ~ VIVOAC~ « I at Ott
tact ~ err vs»tv,ea ~ ~ I ae ~ ~ t »«I eva e» trvv aves»r»

i oo«tr otaclort
'I~ Starets IAO fI~ I 4 ~I~ Itrs

5 luaas IA4 41loraoa ~ aacae»ata
~ iA arteaevttalr» ~ eao s»e»f

4tlte Iet IAC o'Ital oroltctaoA

~ oovcll
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I ccvooleo»os attaerA

OAreteual Oowt«
0 Ct»tt4
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containmcnt atmosphere cleanup (e.g., hydrogen re.

moval system).

d. Systems'r poctions oi systems that are

required for (1) reactor shutdovn. (2) residua! heat
removal. or (3) cooling the spent fuei storag. pool.

e. Those poaions of the steam systems ofboiling
water reactors extending from the out«rmost contain-
ment isolauon valve up to but not mcluding the turbine

stop valve. and connect«d piping of ""l.'2 inches or

lafg«r nonunai pipe nze up io and including the lirst
valve:hai is «stfter normally;load or capable of
automatic closure during ail modes of normal reactor

op«ration. The:urbine siop valve snould b» designed to
withstand the SSE and maintam its intearity.

f. Those portions of the stcam„and feedwater

systems of pressurized water reactors «xtending from
and including the secondary side of steam generators up
to and including the outermost containn:ent isolation
valves. and connected piping or 2-l/ inches or larger

nominal pipe size up to and induding the firsi valve

(including s safety or relief valve) that is «ither normally
closed or capaoie of automatic closure during sil modes

of normal reactor op«ration.

g. Cooling wat«r. component cooling, and auxil-

iary fc dwater sysiems'r portions of th«se systems,

inciuding the intake structures, tha: are required for (1)
emergency core cooling. (2) postaccidcnt containment
heat r«movaL (3) postaccident containment atmosphere
cleanup. (<) residual lieat removal from the reactor, or
(5) cooling the spent fuel stora~ pool.

h. Cooling water and seal water systems'r
poruons oi'hese svstcms:hat ace requued for function-
ing of reactor coolant system components important to
safety. such as reactor coolant pumps.

n. The control room, inc!uding its associated vital

equipment. cooling systems l'or vital equipment. and life

support systems. and any structures or equipment insice

ov outside of the conuol room whose failure ould result

in incapacitating injury to the occupants of the control
coopiL

o. Primary and secondary reac:or containment.

p. Systems,'th«r:han caaoacttv« ~as:«;.snag«. j,
ment systems. not covered by item l.a through l.o i

aoovc that contain of mav cofitain fadioactiv«mat rial

and whose postuiated Failure aou!d resui: in conserva.

uvely caiculat d potential of:si:e 'oses (using mete-

oroiosly as prescribed by Reguiatory Guide L3, "As.

sumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential Radio-

logicai Consequences of a Loss oi Coolant Accident For

Boiling Water Reactors," znd Regulatory Guide 1.4,

"Assumptions Used for Evaluaung the Potential Radio-

logical Consequenc=s ot' Loss ot Coolant Accident for
Pressurized Water Reactors ) that arc Hiore than 0 5 fem

to the whole body or its «cuivalent:o any pa.. oi the

body.

q. The Class lE «iec'.nc syste.-.s, in«iud'ag the

auxiliary systems for the onsite ei«ctic power suppiies,
that provide the .rn«rgency «!ect"..c power ne«d«d:or
funcdoning of piant Features included in it«no lc
througit l.p above.

2. Those portions of stcuctur«s. systems. or compo.
nents whose conunucd funcuon is not required but
whose failure could reduce the funcuoiung of any piant
feature included in i:eins l.a through l.q above to an

unacceptaole safety level should be designed and con-

structed so that thc SSE wouid not cause such failure.

i. Sysiems'r portions of sysiems that are re.

quired to supply fuel for «merE«ncy equipment.

j. All c!ectric and mechanical devices and dccuitry
between the pro~ and the input t«rrrina!s OF the
actuatoc systems involved in generating signals that
initiate protective action.

k. Systems'r portions OF systems that are

required for (1) monitoring oF systems imporiant to
safety and (2) actuation of systems important to safety.

l. The spent fuel storage pool structure, including
the fuei racks.

m. The reactivity:ontrol systems. e.g,. control
rods, control rod drives. and boiois in!ection system.

'cc l'oainosc l, p. 1.29-l.

3. Seimic Category 1 design requirements shou!d
extend to the first seismic restraint beyond th de!:ned
boundaries. Those portions of structures, systens. Or

components that form inteiaces between Seismic Cate.

gory 1 and nond«ismic Category 1 features shou!d be

designed to Seismic Category 1 requiref.".ants.

4. The pertinent Guality assurance requir«ments of
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part SO should be applied to aQ

activities affecting the safety.re!ated funcuons of those

portions of structures. sys:crs, and components covered

under Regulatory Posiuons 'nd 3 above.

'Lees indicate subs:anrive chanses from previous issue.
'%her«ver precut, structures and equipmcni wnase failure
cauld posssbty cause such -.iurses should bc relocated or
separated:o she extent requued '.o eUnsnasc:his passsbsissy.

'Specific Susdancc on sessnsc:equiremenis for radioacuve waste

mana««mens systems is under development

1.29-2





O. lMPLEi4fEHTATlON

The purpose of this section is to provide information
to applicants regarding the NRC staff's plans for using
this regulatory gutde.

!

This guide rejects current NRC staff pracuce. There-
fote, except in those cases in wiYich the applicant

proposes an acceptable alternative method for comply-
ing with specitted portions of the Comnusston's reauia.
tions. the method descrioed herctn h being and wtil
continue to be used in the evaluation ot subnuttais tor
operating license or construcion permit applications
until this guide is revised as a result of sui estiors lrom
the pubiic or additional staff revtew.
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WASHINGTON, O. C. 20555

F63 Cg I~~

MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch, GOR

FROM:

SUBJECT:

R. A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Sa,eguards Licensing ":ranch, DOR

PROTECTED AREA CONTROL FUNCTION Ih BULL."T-
RESISTIHG STRUCTURE-REVIE'A GUIDELINE;=.IG

Paragraph 73.5= (d)(1) requires in part, that the individual respon-
sible for the last access control function (controlling admission to
the protected area) shall be isolated within a bullet-resisting
structure to assure their ability to respond or to surmon assistance.
The isolation of an individual wi:h the last control function is to
preclude an opportunity for orcefui or threa of force ui cohercion
to "=-in unautnol ized entry. Generally this individual operates an
electricaliy operated lock on the main access portal.

Ven''cle gates and emergency exits, only used occasionally, may have
the access controlled by two guards at the ga e/exi provided:

(a) Individuals are processed through the normal personnel
access controls.

(6) The vehicles are subjected to prior processing at the
normal vehicle control station.

(c) The material and packages on the vehicle have be n
checked for identification and authorization and have
been subjected to search requirements.

(d) Keys used for unlocking the protected area por.al are
issued to a guard from within a bullet-resisting
structure and are always. returned to the bullet-
resisting structure after locking the por.al.

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
Division of Operating Reactors
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMh1ISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555
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s4lEsh10R" ssDUt1 FOR:

FROH:

SUBJECT:

Reac.or Saieguards Licensing Branch

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Sa eouards Licensing Branch
Oivision o Opera;ing Reactors

a"A'sRG~ER SpARIa)G FOR OPERATItsG REACTORS
REVIE'A GUIOELIih1E i10. 19

;ne NRC has established
operating nuclear power
industrial securi .y and
considers th ext nt to
rarily allowed to man a

recuirements for personnel at a single unit
plant Tor purposes of plant. operation,
,ire fighting. The followino discussion
wnich security personnel may also be tempo-
fire brigade in the event of a fire.

It is reasorable t: liow a limited amount o sharing of plant
personrel in satis=ging the requIrements of plan: operaticn,
security and sire protection . An acceptable sharing scheme would
entail reliance on some members of the security organization to
consti-ute the fire brigade. Since availability of the full fire
brioade would cnly be required for the most serious fires, actual
dis iribution o plant personnel during a plant emercency would be
governed by the exigencies of the situation. It should be recognized
that the diversion oi security personnel to the fire brigade would
be of shor t duration and that substantial additional offsi te assis .-
ance would be forthcoming in accordance with the emergency and
contingency'lans developed .for each facility.

In the event of a Tire, a contingency plan and procedures will be
used in deploying the security oroanization to assure that an
appropriate level of physical protection is maintained during the
event. The staf has determined that it is possible in the planning
for site response to a fire 'o as,sign a maximum of three members
of the security oroanization to serve on the fire brigade and stii 1

provide an accep.able level or physical protection. Mhiie certain
security posts must be manned continuously (e.g. CAS, SAS), the
personnel in other assignments, including the response fore , could
be temoorarily (i.e. 30 minutes) assigned to the fire brigade.

For a multi-uni facility, the ex:ent to which security personnel
assigned to man a fire bricade in he event o a fire must be





Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch - 2-

determined on a case-by-case basis because of the various sharing
schemes that can be used by multi-unit sites. The previous dis-
cussion should be considered when determining the maximum number
of security or",ani atior members to serve on the fire brioace and
still provide an acceptable level of physical protection for multi-
unit si-.es.

%. - 6'~'c
Rober. A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Sa eguards Licensing Branch
division of Gperat'ng Reactors
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
lnfASHINGTON, O. C. 20555
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YiEi'lQR"'(GUS FOR:

FROM:

Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch

R. A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Sa "eguards Licensing Bran h

SUBJECT: SEARCHING FOR EXPLOSIVES-
REVIEW GUIDELINE NUttBER 20,
REVISION 1

Backoround

Paragraph (d)(1) of 10 CFR 73.55 states that " he search .or detection
o firearms, ex. losi dies, and incendiary devices shall be conduc .ed
either by phvsical search or by use of equipment capable of detecting
such devices."

The amendment to 73.5=(d)(1) published in he Sep e. ber 30, 1977
Federal penis er p'rovides in:arim relief ;rom havino o pat-dcwn
search regu1ar plane employees enterino nuclear power plants provided
that equipment desicned for detection of weapons and explosive material
is ut lized to perform the search function on regular plant employees.
A copy o the Sept mber 30, 1977 Federal ~eaister notice was trans-
mitted as an enclosure to a letter =rom Edson G. Case to all licensees
(11/23/77). Also included was an enclosure "NRR Supplemental Staff
Position on Personnel Search Requirements", which furtf er clarified
:he sta f position on personnel searches. This position paper
recognized ttat not al'1 licensees possessed the necessary equipment
to conduct the searches on regular employees and therefore provided
an alternative (random search procedures) to the use of such equip-
ment. It was never intended however, that these random search
procedures be substituted indefini ely for the weapons a'nd explosives
detecting equipment. In fact, the staff position paper made it
explicitly clear that acceptable metal detec:crs and explosive
searching devices of the types currently avai labia a're de eed
c-cab'le of detecting firearms, explosives and incendiary devices
for regular employees of the licensee at the site and tha. such
equipment, if not currently in operation, must be purchased and
made operational as soon as possible if the licensee is to be in

F. 7
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The staff is not presently aware of any additional ir formation or
factors that will result in a change to the position that use of
explosive and metal detec ing equiprent will satis y the
search requirement for regular plant employees.

It is recogn'zed that currently available explosive detection
devices (I) are not capable of de .ecting all types of available
explosives and (2) cenerally operate on principles (vapor detection)
that allow for straightforward avoidance techniques by knowledgeable
individuals.

PE. Ot.ance Reouirements

An explosives detector, or syste.: of components and/or procedures,
deemed appropriate for the detection of expilosives shall meet or
exceed tne following per.ormance ct aracteris.ics:

I. uetection of generally available ypes of high explosives
(i.e., detora:able compositions) of U. S. or foreign
manufacture including but not limited to compounds con-
taining: Nitroclycerin, TNT (e.g., 4G» dynamite).

2. The device or system provides high assurance of detection
(probability of det ction of at least 0.9=") of high
explosives (HF).

3. The minimum quantity of HE for which the r quired probability
mus be demonstrated must be no greater than 0.8 kg. The
minimum quantity of HE must be detected with required
probability wnen concealed on a person or in hand carried
garments or packages.

CURRENTLY AVAILA8LE EXPLOSIVE OETECTQRS»

Model Manufacture/Dis ributor

EXD-2

Model-70

Elscint, Inc.
I38-160 Johnson Avenue
P. Q. Box 832
Hackensack, New Jersey 07602

Ion Track Instru;ents, Inc.
Three "A" S ree .
Burlington, Y~ssachusetts 01803
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Ãanufac ture/ui s tributor

S-201
5-301

Pye Dynamics

Leich-i~arsland Fnaineering, Ltd.
3iQ Veber Street, North
Riaterloo, Qntario, Canada N2J4F3

Con tac .: Securi ty P roducts
viarketing Office

N-Ray Indus trial Gi s tr i bu tors, Inc.
Representatives for Pye Dynamics
338 Gelawanna Avenue
Clifton, Hew versey 07014

*These models have been tested by other agencies for de-
tection 0 H- on personnel . Add itional in-or;"atior. may
be ound in Cnacter o of Sandia "=ntry Control Sys ems
,'-:andbook" SAND77-1033.

These models and other s are accep.able if they rect or
exceed the above Performance Requirements.

c

Review Guideline Number 20, da.ed April 10, 1978, is suoerseded by
his revision.

/,P.;„..~ u~«~+
'obe&A. Clark, Chier

Reactor Sa'canards Lic naino Rr'nch
Division of Operating Reactors
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'IVASHINGTON.D. C. 20555

MAY 2 6 H78

i~iEi~tORAiNDU"i FOR: Reac to r Sa fee ua rds L ic ens ing Branch

«RQH'UBJECT:

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
Oivision of Operating Reactors, NRR

ED BAOGE - VITAL AREA ENCODiNG
REVIEW GULOELliME i'iUMBER 21

IO CFR 73.56(d)(7) states in part that: "The licensee shall positively
control al I points of personnel and venicl e access into vita'reas.
Access to vital areas shall be limited to individuals who are authorized
access to vital equ;pment and wno require access to perform their duties.
Authorization for such individuals shall be provided by issuance of
specially coded numbered badces indicatina vital areas to which access
is authorized." (EI",phasis added.

Nany of the licensees plan to use automated/computer controlled access
control systems to maintain positive access control to vital areas.
Tnis system uses a card or combination badge/key card which is encoded
with a unique number, The access control computer is programmed to
allow the individual holding this card access to speci fied vital areas.
The program also correlates this unique card wi th one individua'I.

For licensees using an automated/computer access control system, an
acceptable method of. indicating the vital areas to which access is
authorized is as follows:

«(I) A numbered picture badge that indicates:
(a) employee or non-employee,
(b) access authorization level (protected area or

'protected and vital areas),-
{c) escort requirements.

*(2) A key card that is uniquely numbered and is correlated
to an individual.

~The badge and key card may be the same ar ticle.
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(3) A record of each vital area to which the card, and
thus the individual, is author'z d access.

(4) The key card is encoded to permit access to only
those Yi"al areas to whicn the individual has been
granted access.

obert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Sa eguards Licensing branch
Division of Gperating Reactors, NRR
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch

FROM:

SUBv'FC I

'obert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
Division of Operating Reactors, NRR

UNRESOLVED ISSUES - REYIEM GUIDELINE NUMBER 22

If, in the course of the review of the 573.55 security pla'n there arises,
, on a site specific basis, an issue that cannot be resolved in the dis-

cussions between the staff and the licensee, the review team leader will
prepare a letter that will be sent to the licensee stating the requirement(s)
that. will be placed on the licensee in the Security Plan Evaluation Report
(SPER) so that the security plan will meet the performance requirements of
573.55 and can be ound acceptable by the staff. (e.g. "'>le will require
the licensee to include the containment building area in his list of Yizal
Areas.") The reauirement, so stated, will be incorporated into the Site
Security Plan, as a condition for approval, when the SPER is issued.

Upon receipt of the letter of notification, the licensee may initiate the
NRR appeal process through the licensing project manager if he finds the
requirement unacceptable. If, upon completion of the appeal process the
requirement has not been removed, the licensee may elect to incorporate
the requirement into his Security Plan or to propose a compensating measure
that will provide equivalent protection. In that event, a license amendment
will be processed in accordance with 550.90 and 550.91 to identify the
Security Plan, submitted by the licensee in compliance with 573.55, as the
approved plan for the site and as a condi tion of the operating license.

In the event the licensee does not provide the required protection, the
license amendment will be processed identifying the submitted Security
Plan as the approved plan for the site and as a condition of the operating
license. This is to be followed iIImediately with an Order for Modific tion
of License, in accordance wi h 10 CFR 2.204, to incorporate the staT.
requirements into the license (i.e. the security plan).

R bert A..Clark, Chiei
Reactor Sa eguards Licensing Branch
Division of Operating Reactors, NRR
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

NOY OS 578

HENORAOUH FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
Oivision of Operating Reactors, NRR

FRQN:

SUBJECT:

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
Oivi son of Operating Reactors, NRR

PROTECTION OF NUCLEAR POMER PLANTS AGAINST INOUSTRIAL
SABOTAGE BY THE INSIOER - REVIEW GU!QEI INE i23

In order to meet the general perfonnance requirements of $73.55(a), high
assurance protection of a nuclear power plant against the threat of sabotage
posed (1) wi th the active or passive assi stance of an insider or (2) by an
insider acting alone must be provided. Common to most scenarios that can
be postulated for successful sabotage by a single insider, is the need for
unrestricted access to vital areas and unrestricted time in these vital
areas. Consequently, security measures tha olace controls on access to
Vital I vital areas and/or limit the time allowed in Tvpe I vital areas
must be provided to meet the general performance object've of s73e55(a).
Me have encouraged licensees to develop security measures to achieve these
objectives.

High assurance protection'gainst sabotage by an insider may also be pro-
vided by security measures that permi t unescorted access to Type I vi tal
areas to. only those individuals whose reli abili ty and trustworthiness has
been es.abli shed using additional procedures that orovide a high level of
conf idence.

The following measures, when properly applied in conjunction wi th those
security measures implemented by the security plan to meet the requirements
of 573.55 (b) through (h) provides an acceptable level of protection agains-
sabotage by the insider.

General

A. Persons who are granted unescorted access to a Type II vital area (1) must
have a need for access and (2) must have been found accept ble through a

screening program described in ANSI N18.17-1973 Sec ion 4.3 or the equivalent
satisfactory employment record described in Review Guideline ~1.

B. Persons who are granted access to a Type I vital area (1) must have a

need for access, (2) must have be n found acceptable through a sere ning
program described in ANSI N18.17-1973 Section 4.3 (or Review Guideline ~l),

" Yi wl areas are discussed in Review Guideline ="17
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and (3) must be authorized entry by the shift supervisor or other designated
individual who has been informed of the estimated length of time to be soent
in the Type I vital area. Authorization must be given on the shift the first
entry is to be made and should terminate upon completion of the work. Extension
of the authorization into the next sni t can be made by the shif. suoervisor
(or designated indiv.dual) informing his re,lacuent for the next shift of
the area, the work in progress and tte personnel who have been authorized for
entry.

C. Each of the following options when applied in conjunction with the pro-
visions in (8) above provide acceptable 'levels or protection against sabotage
by a single insider.

0 tion ~l: Compartmentalization

The erection of'arriers, installing doors, gratings or compar:ents to
enclose vital equipment so that, access to a single vital area cannot resul
in successful sabotage {i.e., elimina e Type I vital areas).

Option =-"2: Two-lian Rule

{a) Two or more individuals may be authorized to ent r a Type I vital area
together (1) if each person is adv'.'sed of his responsibility to monitor the
activities of his cc-workers while in the area, (2) each individual is deter-
mined to have the knowledge and ability to identify unauthorized activitiesif conduc.ed by his co-workers, (3) e'ach individual must have the capability
to observe, at any time and for as long as necessary to ascertain that
activities are au.horized, and (4) the capability to communicate with the
control rocm or CAS/SAS must be available to each individual while in the
Type I vital area.

(b) Monitoring of the activites of one or several persons in certain Type I
Yi tal areas by an indi vidual can be performed frcm a renote location (CCTY)
providing the assigned individual has the knowledge and ability to identify
unauthorized, activities and can initiate a response to control and/or correct
the situation.

Several examples are given below to illustrate the practical applica ion of
this procedure.

Two men are both working on a task which- requires that tt ey be loca ed wi hin
sioht of one another; ho~ever, the task also requi res tha they do not normally
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face one'another. The nature of the task does not prevent them free observing
one another. This situation sa isfies the above guidelines.

EXAMPLE:

Two men are both worki ng on a task together. One man leaves the immediate
area (but not the YA) to retrieve a part; he is out of eyesight for a few
minutes. Nothing prevents his partner from follcwing him to check on his
whereabouts and nothing 'prevents the o her man frcm returning at any time.
This situation sa.isfies the above guidelines.

EXAMPLE:

Health physics personnel requi re knowledge of an individual's entrance into
a VA and records time of entrance and work request authorizing. There is
visual contact between HP and individual no less frequent than every 10
minutes and the capability for visual contact at any time. This satisfies
the guideline.

Option —;.'3: Personnel Reliabili:v

The following may be permit ed entry into Type I vital areas without escort
or moni toring:

(a) An individual granted an NRC "|}" clearance;

OR

(b) An individual with (1) five years continuous service in a position that
required access to a nuclear power plant Type I vital area; (2) certification
by employer of trustworthiness and reliability based on observation of the
employee during this service; and (3) a NRC sponsored NAC investigation
(or its equivalent) ha's been ccmpleted with favorable results;

OR'c)

An individual with (1) a NRC granted operator license; (2) certification
by employer of trustworthiness and reliability based on observation of the
employee, and (3) a NRC sponsored NAC investigation or its equivalent has
been ccmpleted wi th favorable results.

C~ .C

Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
Oivi sion of Operating Reactors, NRR
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INTROOUCTION

The Security Plan Evaluation Report (SPER) Morkbook has been developed to
provide (1) an aid to the evaluation of Licensee/Applicant Physical
Security Plans, and (2) the single source for preparing the SPER. Using
the workbook will help provide for a consistent evaluation of all physical
security plans. The workbook is organized into the same chapters and
sections as NUREG-0220, "Interim Acceptance Criteria for a Physical
Security Plan for Nuclear Power Plants," for ease in correlating between
the two.

Each section is organized into the following subsections:

Acceptance Criterion - The statement used as the basis for making a
judgment concerning the achievement of a security measure specified
by 10 CFR Part 73.55.

Source - The section of the regulation used for justification of the
acceptance criterion is provided. Mhen an explanation is required
for clarification, it is also provided.

Objective - A statement of the goal to be achieved by satisfying the
requirement specified in 10 CFR Part 73.55.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review - Information which the reviewer looks for
as he examines the Physical Security Plan. The information is
that which is needed to evaluate the plan against the accept-
ance criterion. Review Guidelines to aid in the evaluation of
the plan are provided as Appendix C.

Site Visit - Record of team members'bservations from visit to
reactor site.

Additional Review - Additional review to be made by the review team
before a decision is to be made as to whether the Physical Security
Plan is satisfactory or not. The type of review and documentation
to be reviewed should be stated.

Evaluation Findings - A positive statement specifying how the plan
either satisfactorily or unsatisfactorily meets the requirements of
the applicable acceptance criterion is to be made by the reviewer.If the statement is of an unsatisfactory nature, then the reviewer
must make remarks addressing one of the following: (1) if the
acceptance criterion must be met before the plan will be acceptable,
then he must be explicit in specifying what is required before this
criterion will be acceptable; and (2) if the acceptance criterion



does not have to be satisfied because it is compensated for elsewhere,
then he must explicitly state what the compensation is and where it
is in the plan. The reviewer should also state the impact of this
on the Chapter ll acceptance criterion, "overall physical security
program performance." A model statement with provisions for terms
to be struck out or added is provided. The model statement, if
appropriate, is intended to be lifted from the workbook for inclu-
sion into the SPER. The reviewer does not have to make additional
comments if he feels the model statement is satisfactory as written.

The workbook, when completely filled in, will also provide a record of
the justification for accepting or rejecting a plan. This record may

prove useful should any futur e discrepancies occur as a result of I8E
inspections.
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CHAPTER 1
- SECURITY ORGANIZATION

Acceptance Criterion 1.A: The licensee shall establish a security organiza-
tion, including guards, to protect his

facility�
'against industrial sabotage.

Source: 73.55(b)(1)

Objective: Assure that a security force is onsite to provide continuous
protection against industrial sabotage.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Assure there is a specific organization with personnel continuously
onsite with responsibility for protection against industrial sabotage.
Confirm this organization does not have any other responsibilities
that would conflict with the responsibility to protect against
industrial sabotage. <dentify the person responsible for day-to-day
administration of the security organization.

Assure that the security organization includes guards. Identify
other personnel such as watchmen and armed response individuals, if
they are included in security organization.

guestions and Comments:

1-1



Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

To protect against industrial sabotage, the licensee has established a
security organization administered by the and
including guards, watchmen and armed response individuals who are
employees of the licensee a contractor to the licensee . This organi-
zation has no other responsibilities which would interfere with providing
the required level of physical security.

1-2



l. 1 MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION

Acceptance Criterion 1. 1.A: Management of the physical security organi-
zation shall be independent of the management of the operating organization.

Source: 73.55(a) LStaff requirement based upon need for high assurance
protection against a design basis threat which includes an insider in any
position].

Objectives: To assure appropriate resolution of conflicts between opera-
tions and security in day-to-day activities. To assure the security
organization has means of appeal.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Identify the highest ranking individual onsite with responsibilities
solely in security.

Identify the lowest managerial level with responsibility for both
operations and security. Review job description of this managerial
level. Confirm this individual is high enough in the organization
to maintain the required level of physical security while meeting
operational demands.

Identify the corporate office to which the onsite security organiza-
tion reports. Confirm this is an appropriate path for appeal.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The is the highest ranking onsite manager with responsi-
bilitses solely sn security. He reports to , which is the
lowest level of management which is responsible for both operations and
security. This level of management is appropriate for maintaining the
required level of physical security while meeting operational demands.
The onsite security organization reports to in the licensee's
corporate management, thus providing an appropriate path of appeal.



1. 2 SECURITY ORGANIZATION

Acceptance Criterion 1.2.A': At least one full-time member of the security
organization who has the authority to direct the physical security activi-
ties of the security organization in meeting the threat shall be onsite
at all times. This individual should report directly to the individual
(plant manager, his designated alternate, shift supervisor, etc.) with
final responsibility for plant operation on a shift.
Source: 73.55(b)(2)

73.55(a) LStaff requirement based upon need for effective
operations/security coordination to assure high
assurance protection].

Objective: To assure appropriate direction of physical security, partic-
ularly during contingencies. To assure effective coordination between
security and plant operations at all times.

Acceptance Criterion l. 2.B: A clear chain of succession of responsi-
bility shall be established for the transfer of authority, in the event
of disablement of a key member of the physical security organization,
during an incident.

. Source: 73.55(b)(2), 73.55(a) [Staff requirement based upon need for
continuous effective coordination of the physical security organization
during incidents involving use of force].

Objective: Assure continuous effective direction of physical security
force.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Review the chain of command of the security organization.
Identify (by position) the members of the security organization
who direct the security activities for each shift. Identify
(by position) the individual in charge of all operations at the
site. Verify that procedures for communication (without involve-
ment of off-duty superiors) exist between these two individuals.

The individual in charge should not have routine assignments,
such as manning CAS, SAS, etc., but must have time to direct
all activities of the security organization during an incident.

B) Confirm that a chain of succession exists through all levels of
the security organizations..

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The is onsite at all times and has the authority to direct
the physical security organization in meeting the threat. He also has
the authority to seek local law enforcement support if, in his'udgment,
it is required.

A clear succession of responsibility has been established. In the event
of the disablement of the , he will be replaced

by'ubsequentsuccession will be in the following order:

1 "6



l. 3 FACILITY PERSONNEL

1.3.1 Personnel Reliability

Acceptance. Criterion 1.3. 1.A: The licensee shall develop and conduct a
screening program for all personnel who are authorized for unescorted
access to the protected area. As a minimum, this program shall follow
the employee screening guidance in American National Standard ANSI
N18. 17, "Industrial Security for Nuclear Power Plants." Certification of
totally equivalent screening (such as "L" or 000 National Agency Check)
by a government program will be acceptable. Personnel routinely on the
site shall be treated as employees. A contractor screening program is
acceptable if it can be shown that the program provides coverage equiva-
lent to or greater than ANSI N18. 17.

Source: Statement of considerations for 73.55
73.55(a) [Staff requirement based upon need for high assurance
protection against insider].

Objective: Reduce the likelihood of sabotage participation by persons
granted unescorted access.

Acceptance Criterion 1.3. 1.8: Evidence of com leted employee screening
shall be maintained on all employees granted unecorted access to the
protected area, and shall be available for USNRC inspection.

Source: 10 CFR Part 19

Objective: Assure that Inspection and Enforcement personnel will be
permitted access to records which demonstrate that specified licensee
procedures for employee screening are being carried out. Note that ICE
need not be permitted access to information obtained by these procedures.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Confirm that the screening program is at least equivalent to
ANSI 18. 17. An equivalent program should include a preemploy-
ment investigation for adverse character traits, a preassign-
ment examination to identify aberrant behavior, and continued
observation during assignment for indications of aberrant
behavio~. Particular emphasis should be given to contractor
personnel. The burden of verifying the adequacy of contractor
screening programs rests with the licensee (applicant). An
unverified statement by the contractor that he provide equiva-
lent screening is not acceptable. The licensee (applicant)
must provide a description of the screening procedures used,
including descriptions of accepted contractors'creening
procedures.

1-7



Where state and/or local law limits the extent of preemployment
screening, compensatory measures must be proposed by the licensee
(applicant) to provide equivalent protection against the insider.
An example of such a "compensatory measure" would be employment
in a nonsensitive posi'tion (e. g., at a fossil plant) coupled
with close observation and/or monitoring of performance prior
to assignment at the nuclear plant site.

8) Confirm that the physical security plan commits to maintaining
records showing that procedures established for authorized
employee screening have been completed and that these records
will be available for NRC inspection.

questions and Comments:

1-8



Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The licensee will conduct a screening program for all personnel granted
unescorted access to the protected area which, as specified in ANSI N18. 17,
include an investigation to detect adverse character traits, an examin-
ation to identify aberrant behavior, and continued observation for indica-
tions of aberrant behavior.

The licensee has stated that records documenting completion of screening
procedures will be maintained for all employees granted unescorted access
to the protected area and that they will be available for NRC inspection.

1-9



1.3.2 Personnel Training in Security Practices

Acceptance Criterion 1.3. 2.A: The licensee shall implement a training
program to assure that all individuals authorized for unescorted access
to the protected area (other than physical security force personnel)
understand their role in physical security and their responsibility in
the event of security incidents.

Source: 73.55(a) LStaff requirement based upon need for high assurance
protection against design basis threat].

Objective: Assure that all authorized personnel understand the sabotage
threat and their duties in deterring, detecting and neutralizing this
threat.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm that the training program is required for all nonsecurity
force personnel authorized unescorted access to the protected area.

Confirm that the training program covers the threat of sabotage and
responsibilities in deterring, detecting and neutralizing it.
Confirm that documentation of completed employee training wi 11 be
maintained.

guestions and Comments:

1"10



Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

A satisfactory program for security training of authorized individuals is
described in the This program encompasses train-
ing in and for a total of
hours. All employees will be so trained and a certification of training
will be provided by the instructor.



1.4 PLANT SECURITY PERSONNEL

1.4. 1 gualifications for Employment in Security

Acceptance Criterion 1.4. 1.A: All physical security force personnel
(guards, watchmen, armed response individuals) shall possess physical and
mental capabilities consistent with their role in the detection, assess-
ment and neutralization of security contingencies. These qualifications
must be checked at least once each 12 months.

Source: 73.55(b)(4)

Objective: Assure that personnel assigned to the physical security force
possess the appropriate physical and mental capabilities.

Review Procedures:

Review the qualifications of security organization employees. The physical
qualification of guards, watchmen and armed response individuals should
include criteria for height, weight, sight, hearing, etc. Psychological
evaluations should be given to all security organization employees.

Regulatory Guide 5.20 identifies an acceptable set of qualifications.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The licensee (applicant) has established a set of minimum physical and
mental qualifications for security personnel to assure an appropriately
qualified security force, capable of meeting all security contingencies.'

"13



1.4. 2 Screening

There are no additiona1 criteria.



1.4.3 Training

Acceptance Criterion 1. 4. 3.A: All members of the physical security
organization shall receive training consistent with their roles.

Source: 73. 55(b)(4)

Objective: Assure that all physical security employees have the knowledge
required for the performance of their job functions.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Review the training program for members of the physical security
force, including the curriculum, criteria for successful completion,
firearms qualification (for guards and armed response individuals),
and the interval between retraining and requalification. Regulatory
Guide 5.20 provides an acceptable training program.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation findings:

All members of the physical security organization will receive training
consistent with their roles in a program which follows Regulatory
Guide 5.20.

1 "16



1.4.4 Retraining

Acceptance Criterion 1.4. 4.A: Each guard, watchman and armed response
individual shall be requalified according to Regulatory Guide 5.20. Such
requalification shall be documented.

Source: 73.55(b)(4)

Objective: Assure that all physical security force personnel possess the
appropriate physical and mental capabilities throughout their assignment
to the force.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm that the security plan contains provisions for guard, watchman
and armed response individual annual refresher training to include
responsibilities of the security organization and security procedures
during normal and contingency situations.

Confirm that the security plan provides for weapon requalification
at least once each 12 months.

Confirm that the results of the refresher training are to be documented.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The licensee will establish an annual requalification program, for all
guards, watchmen and armed response individuals, which satisfies the
requirements of Regulatory Guide 5. 20. Oocumentation of successful
requalification will be provided.
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1.4. 5 Security Equipment

Acceptance Criterion 1.4.5.A: All guards shall wear uniforms. These
uniforms should allow guards to be clearly distinguishable from local law
enforcement and other onsite personnel.

Source: 10 CFR Part 73.2

Objective: To assure that guards are clearly distinguishable from local
law enforcement and other onsite personnel, particularly during security
incidents.

Acceptance Criterion 1.4.5.8: The guards and armed response individuals
shall be provided with weapons (including shotguns or rifles) and equip-
ment consistent with the requirements of Federal and local laws and the
strategy for meeting the threat at this facility.
Source: 73.55(h)(3), 73.55(a) [Shotguns or rifles is staff requirement
on weapons to meet the threat].

Objective: Assure that licensee's weapon selection is suitable for the
site and that guards and armed response personnel have sufficient weaponry
to neutralize the design basis industrial sabotage threat.

Acceptance Criterion 1.4.5.C: All on-duty physical security force person-
nel must be capable of continuous communication with the the central and
secondary alarm stations when within the owner-controlled area. They
should also be capable of direct communication with all other members of
the security force who are also in owner-controlled area.

Source: 73.55(f)(l) [Specified communication 'range is staff requirement
based upon the need to provide high assurance protection. Oirect communi-
cation is recommended since it allows security force director to directly
communicate with personnel during incident response].

Objective: Assure security personnel ability to provide warning and receive
direction during incident response.

Review Procedure:

Security Plan Review:

A) Review the uniforms and equipment supplied to the guard force.
Ascertain that the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 5. 20 are
met or exceeded.

8) All guards and armed response individuals must be armed consistent
with the threat defined in f73.55(a). This requires at a
minimum a .38 cal. revolver to be worn at all times (including
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during patrols within a vital area), and the immediate availa-
bility of 12 gauge shotguns or rifles for each armed response.

C) Continuous communication with CAS and SAS requires two-way (single
channel) radio in most situations. Hard-wired intercom, or
equivalent, may be acce'ptable continuous communication for
certain immobile posts, such as a defensive position or gate-
house. Confirm that there are no areas where communication
between portable radios and the central alarm station and
secondary alarm station is not possible.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Guard uniforms are designed to clearly distinguish the wearer from local
law enforcement and other onsite personnel. Watchmen and armed response
personnel wear the same uniforms.

Guards and armed response personnel are provided the following equipment
for use in day-to-day operations: The
following additional equipment is available for contingencies:

This provision of equipment is consistent with
the requirements of Federal and local laws and the facility's strategy
for meeting the threat.

While on duty in the owner-controlled area, all guards and watchmen will
carry portable radios which are capable of continuous communication with
the central and secondary alarm stations. There are no areas in which
effective radio transmission to all points in the owner controlled area
is not possible.
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1.4.6 Authority of Guards to Use Weapons

There are no specific criteria.
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1.4.7 Security Force Composition

Acceptance Criterion 1. 4. 7.A: There shall be a nominal response force of
ten guards and armed response individuals. This number shall include at
least five guards.

Source: 73.55(h)(2)

Objective: Assure that the response force is of adequate size to provide
assessment and neutralization capability consistent with meeting the
requirement for high assurance protection against industrial sabotage.

Review Procedure:

Security Plan Review:

Determine the minimum number of armed response personnel per 'shift.
Verify that the response force includes at least five guards. If
the response force includes armed response individuals (other than
guards), verify that proper justification is provided in Section 8.
If the armed response force is less than ten, determine what addi-
tional features of the security system are provided to justify the
reduction in the response force. Compare these additional features
against the list of factors influencing response force size in the
statement of consideration to the revision of 10 CFR Part 73 (Federal
Register, February 24, 1977). For each of the factors quoted as
justification, compare the licensee's (app'iicant's) provision to the
acceptance criteria for that portion of the security system to
determine the additional features constitute a significant improve-
ment in overall security, or enhance the effectiveness of the guard
force sufficiently to warrant the reduction in the armed response
force.

Verify that a sufficient number of security force personnel will be
available to provide for continuous occupation of the CAS and SAS in
addition to the required size of the armed response force. (Note
that personnel performing search and/or access control functions may
leave their posts during a mobilization of the response force,
provided that any portals are locked and alarmed.)

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The security organization includes an armed response force composed of
(at least five) uniformed armed guards and armed response personnel. The
compatibility of job functions of the armed response individuals is
discussed in Chapter 8 of this report. We have evaluated the additional
features of the security system proposed in lieu of a larger response
force. These additional features include (... description...). We

conclude that the overall effectiveness of the security system with these
additional features and a response force of is acceptable.
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1.5 LOCAL AND OTHER LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

Acceptance Criterion 1.5.A: Oocumentation shall be presented that demon-
strates a workable response plan has been developed and agreed to in
writing by all elements of local and other law enforcement agencies that
may be called upon for support.

Source: 73.55(a) [Staff requirement based upon need to assure that there
is a firm commitment to the level of local law enforcement support taken
credit for in the plan].

Objective: Assure that the commitment of law enforcement support is
documented.

Acceptance Criterion 1.5.B: Written agreements shall be reached with all
elements of local law enforcement and other agencies that may be called
upon for support in the event of an incident to assure that the direction
of physical security operations always rests with a single individual.

Source: 73.55(a) [Staff requirement based upon need to assure that high
assurance protection is not undermined by conflicts of authority in
contingency situations].

Objective: Assure that there is no conflict of authority in the manage-
ment of a contingency situation requiring support of outside agencies.

Acceptance Criterion 1.5.C: Oocumentation shall be presented demonstrat-
ing that key members of appropriate local and other law enforcement
agencies have been familiarized with response procedures, plant layout,
and the peculiar constraints imposed in the protection of a nuclear
facility.
Source: 73.55(a) [Staff requirement based upon need to assure that
supporting agencies have the knowledge required to fulfill their roles in
providing high assurance protection].

Objective: Assure that local law enforcement personnel have sufficient
knowledge to permit effective participation in contingency response.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Verify the existence of letters from all local and other law
enforcement agencies which commit them to supporting the facility
during security incidents. The letters should state the level

. of support to be provided.
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8) Verify the existence of written agreements between the plant and
law enforcement agencies which identify and acknowledge:

1) The organization with the authority to direct the response
onsite.

2) The position of authority within the organization.

3) The authority to direct response within the company-owned
property will be directed by a single individual.

C) Confirm that a commitment to familiarize appropriate law enforce-
ment agency personnel with the facility includes:

1) Periodic plant tours.

2) Periodic briefings to include security organization,
responsible individuals, response procedures, and special
constraints imposed on security in protecting a nuclear
faci 1 i ty.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The plan includes letters from all supporting local law enforcement
agencies documenting the level of support they will provide. These
letters verify the level of support taken credit for in the plan.

The plan includes written agreements from all supporting local law enforce-
ment and other protection agencies documenting that direction of security
operations will always rest with a single individual. Authority for
direction will be held as follows:

The licensee has described the familiar ization program provided support-
ing protective agencies and has certified that this program has been
completed by 'the following key personnel: This
program will be held each year and covers response procedures, plant
layout and constraints in protecting a nuclear facility.
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1. 6 ACCESS AUTHORIZATIONS

Acceptance Criterion 1.6.A: Criteria for granting escorted or unescorted
protected area access to personnel and vehicles shall be established and
documented. These criteria shall provide the means for clearly establish-
ing the need for access.

Source: 73.55(4), (5)
73.55(a) [The requirement for establishing a clear need for
access is based upon the staff's position that strict limita-
tion of the number of personnel and vehicles granted access is
an essential element in providing high assurance protection].

Objective: To assure that a clear policy exists for granting protected
area access to personnel and vehicles. To assure that the number granted
access is strictly limited.

Acceptance Criterion 1.6.B: Identification and authorization criteria
for accepting packages and material for delivery into the protected area
shall be established.

Source: 73.55(b)(3)

Objective: Assure that definitive criteria are established for accepting
packages and material for delivery into the protected area.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Review the licensee's (applicant's) procedures for:

A) Permitting escorted access to the protected area. Particular
attention should be given to vistor identification, verifica-
tion of identity, affiliation, clearance, etc.

Updating the list of authorization for unescorted access to the
protected area. A specific justification of the need for this
authorization must be part of this procedure.

B) Checking that packages and other materials for delivery into
the protected area are expected.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:
L

The licensee has established procedures which document a satisfactory set
of criteria for protected area access. Criteria for granting personnel
and vehicle access can be summarized as follows:
These criteria require a clear need for personnel and vehicle access.

The licensee has established definitive identification and authorization
criteria for accepting packages and material for delivery into the pro-
tected area. These criteria are as follows:
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CHAPTER 2 - FACILITY AND ENVIRONS

2.1 GENERAL SITE AND AREA LAYOUT

There are no specific acceptance criteria.

2.2 FIXED AND MOBILE SECURITY POSTS IN THE OWNER-CONTROLLED AREA

There are no specific acceptance criteria.

2.3 EARLY WARNING DETECTION SYSTEMS

There are no specific acceptance criteria.
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CHAPTER 3 - PROTECTED AREA PERIl1ETER

3.1 PERIMETER BARRIER AND ISOLATION ZONE

3. 1. 1 Layout

Acceptance Criterion 3. 1.A: Isolation zones shall be maintained in
outdoor areas adjacent to the physical barrier at the perimeter of the
protected area. These isolation zones shall extend at least 20 feet on
each side of the perimeter and must be free of visual obstructions to
permit accurate assessment of security incidents detected on either side
of the protected area perimeter barrier.

Source: 73.55(c)(3) [Extent of isolation zone is staff requirement in
order to allow time for accurate assessment and to prevent bridging of
intrusion detection systems].

Objective: Provide an area free from visual obstruction.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Examine drawings of the facility layout to confirm the existence of:

1) A physical barrier at the perimeter of the protected area.

2) An isolation zone, free from obstructions, extending 20 feet on
both sides of the protected area barrier. All items located in
the isolation zone must be identified.

3) Parking facilities beyond the isolation zone.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The perimeter barrier which encompasses the protected area includes an
isolation zone (cleared area) extending 20 feet on each side of the perim-
eter. This isolation zone permits unimpeded visual examination of the
perimeter barrier, aids in the prevention of concealed circumvention of
the barrier, and facilitates immediate visual assessment in case of an
intrusion detection.
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3.1.2 Physical Barriers

Acceptance Criterion 3. l. 2.A: Physical barriers at the protected area
perimeter shall at the minimum satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR
Part 73. 2(f)(l), (2).

Source: 73.2(g)

Objective: Assure that fences and walls forming the protected area
barrier satisfy regulatory requirements.

Acceptance Criterion 3. 1.2.8: All security keys, locks, combinations and
related equipment used to control access to protected and vital areas
shall be controlled to reduce the probability of compromise. Mhenever
there is evidence that any key, lock, combination or related equipment
may have been compromised, it shall be chang'ed. Upon termination of
employment of any employee, keys, locks, combinations and r elated equip-
ment to which that employee had access shall be changed. All security
locks shall satisfy the criteria stated in 10 CFR Part 73.2(m). All
security locks, keys, combinations and related equipment shall satisfy
the requirements of Regulatory- Guide 5. 12 except that cipher locks are
not needed for vital area entry. :A11 security keys and locks shall be
kept in a locked cabinet when not in use.

Source: 73.55(d)(9), 73.2(m)

Objective: Minimize the likelihood of compromise of keys, locks, combina-
tions and other related equipment.

Acceptance Criterion 3. 1 ~ 2. C: Measures shall be taken to fully compensate
for any reduction in the effectiveness of a physical barrier at the
protected area perimeter.

Source: 73.55(g)(1)

Objective: Assure that the level of sabotage protection is not degraded
by a reduction in the effectiveness of a physical barrier.

Review Procedure:

Security Plan Review:

A) Confirm a commitment to a protected area barrier that provides
penetration resistance at least equal to that of ll AMG chain
link fence with wire mesh at least seven feet in height topped
with at least a one-foot top guard of barbed wire (at least
four- standards 3" apart) angled outward from the vital areas
between 30 and 45 degrees from the vertical. The ground under
the fence should be of such consistency as to prevent undetected
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access. Bottoms of fences must be secured in a fashion that
will prevent "undetected penetration." Confirm that the sides
of buildings or walls which constitute part of the barrier be
at least eight feet in height and have a barbed wire topping as
described above. Building sides and walls constructed of
nonscalable facades and 18 feet or greater in height need not
have a top guard. Culverts, ditches and other penetrations
through the protected perimeter should be designed to provide
penetration resistance equal to the overall barrier.

B) Confirm the existence of combination, key and lock control
procedures to include the following:

1) Combinations of locks or padlocks used to secure gates or
doors into protected and vital area perimeters, and for
access to vital equipment, should be known only to those
authorized access to the material or to the area. They
should be changed when repositories or areas are first
placed in use, whenever a person knowing the combination
no longer requires it as a result of reassignment of
duties or termination, whenever the combination may have
been compromised, or at least twice every year. A record
of the combinations of locks should be kept in a location
that is secured by a combination lock.

2) Keys and cards to locks or padlocks used to secure gates
or doors to protected and vital area perimeters should be
issued only to persons authorized access to the material
or to the area. Keys or cards in use should be checked in
at the end of each shift or workday, and a log should be
maintained showing keys and cards, users, in and out
times, and other pertinent information. Keys and cards
should be recovered from reassigned personnel or cores
replaced and an inventory conducted whenever: (1) a core,
key, or card is lost or missing, (2) the lock core, key or
card has been compromised, or (3) unrecorded keys or cards
are found. In a mastered system, a complete remastering
of the system should be conducted whenever a core, card,
master or control key, or a lock is lost or compromised.

3) A record of all locks, cores, keys and cards should be
maintained and kept in a location secured by a combination
lock. A physical Inventory of locks, cores, keys and
cards (used for protection of facilities) should be conducted
semiannually. Unused locks, cores, keys and cards should
be stored in a location secured by a combination lock. A

specific individual at each site should be named and
placed in char ge of all locks, cores, keys and cards.



4) Confirm that all security locks, keys, combinations and related
equipment will satisfy the requirements of Regulatory Guide 5.12.

C) Confirm the existence of specified compensatory measures to be
used should there be a reduction in the effectiveness of a
physical barrier. Applicable compensatory measures include:

1) Additional guards.

2) Barrier replacement segments onsite.

3) Additional surveillance, detection and alarm systems available
for rapid installation.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The protected area perimeter barrier is composed of fences constructed of
topped by three strands of barbed wire on

brackets angled outward at degrees from the vertical with an
overall height of eight feet, including the barbed topping.

All security keys, locks, combinations and related equipment to which an
employee had access will be changed upon termination of that employee
with the company and will be controlled using the following measures:

All security locks will satisfy the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 73.2(m). All security locks, keys, combina-
tions and related equipment wi 11 satisfy the requirements of Regulatory
Guide 5.12.

The following measures have been judged satisfactory to fully compensate
for any reduction in the effectiveness of the protected area barrier:
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3.1.3 Illumination and Surveillance

Acceptance Criterion 3. 1.3.A: Illumination shall be maintained at the
protected area perimeter including the isolation zones. The minimum
level of illumination is 0.2 footcandle measured horizontally at ground
level.

Source: 73. 55(c)(5)

Objective: Assure that sufficient light is available to permit accurate
assessments using the naked eye.

Acceptance Criterion 3. 1 ~ 3.8: The capability shall be provided to:

1) Observe unauthorized activities in the isolation zone.

2) Accurately assess intrusion detections made at the protected
area perimeter.

Source: 73.55(b)(4), 73.55(h)(4)

Objective: Assure accurate assessment of security incidents at the
protected area perimeter or in adjacent isolation zones.

Acceptance Criterion 3. 1.3.C: Capability shall be provided for transmis-
sion of equivalent surveillance data to the central and secondary alarm
stations.

Source: 73. 55(a) [Staff interpretation of requirement for protection
against insider assisting external'threat].

Objective: Assure that an insider with surveillance responsibility
cannot assist an external adversary by not correctly reporting detection
or assessment information;

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Confirm a commitment to the required illumination and compensa-
tory measures for loss of illumination beyond one minute.

8) Confirm that a surveillance system with a field of view of the
entire isolation zone is specified.

If the identified system is electronic, confirm that both the
CAS and SAS have monitoring devices.
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If the identified system relies on guards, confirm that a
guard's position remains in the field of view of another guard.

C) Confirm that simultaneous monitoring of the surveillance system
is specified for both the central and secondary alarm stations.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Illumination at the protected area perimeter including the isolation zonewill be maintained at a minimum level of 0. 2 footcandle measured horizontal-
ly at ground level.

A CCTV system will be employed which will provide the capability of
observing unauthorized activities in the isolation zone and accurately
assessing intrusion detections made at the protected area perimeter. ,The
system wi 11 employ cameras and monitors which wi11 be
1ocated in the CAS. After a detection the image of the camera observing
that zone is displayed.

A satisfactory CCTV system will be employed to show, in both the CAS and
SAS, the image of the zone in which a detection occurs.
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3. 1.4 Intrusion Detection Hardware

Acceptance Criterion 3. 1.4.A: The intrusion detection system shall
provide high assurance detection of all penetrations of the protected
area perimeter. All detection systems hardware shall satisfy the criteria
of Regulatory Guide 5. 44 or equivalent.

Source: 73.55(a) [Staff requirement based upon need to provide high
assurance protection].

Objective: Assure that high assurance detection is provided at the
protected area perimeter and that the effectiveness of this detection is
not degraded by false and nuisance alarms.

Acceptance Criterion 3. l. 4. 8: All intrusion alarm systems shall be
provided with emergency electrical power as stated in Regulatory Guide 5.44.
This power shall be provided from a source within the protected area.

Source: 73.55(e)(2)

Objective: Assure that intrusion alarm systems continue to function
normally in the event of a loss of offsite power.

Acceptance Criterion 3.1.4.C: All intrusion alarm systems shall have a

frequency of false and nuisance alarms such that the response capability
is not degraded. The intrusion alarms should satisfy the frequency of
false and nuisance alarms specified in Regulatory Guide 5.44.

Source: = 73.55(a) [Staff interpretation of requirement to achieve high
assurance detection].

Objective: Assure that the frequency of false and nuisance alarms does
not degrade the response capability.

Acceptance Criterion 3. 1.4.0: All intrusion detection systems shall be
tamper -indicating and self-checking, e. g., an automatic indication is
provided when failure of the alarm system or a component occurs, or when
the system is on standby power. These systems shall satisfy the tamper'-
indicating and self-checking requirements of Regulatory Guide 5.44.

Source: 73.55(e)(2)

Objective: Assure that the effectiveness of the intrusion detection
system cannot be intentionally degraded for more than one minute without
compensation if the cause is system failure.
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Acceptance Criterion 3.1.4.E: All intrusion detection system hardware
must annuciate at the central and secondary alarm stations. The annun-
ciation of an alarm shall indicate the type of alarm (e. g., intrusion
alarm, emergency exit alarm, etc. ) and location.

Source: 73.55(e)(l), 73.55(e)(2)

Objective: Assure that an insider cannot prevent response by ignoring an
alarm and that the response can be made appropriate to the type of alarm
received.

Acceptance Criterion 3. 1.4.F: Compensatory measures shall be established
and employed to assure an equivalent level of protection in the event of
detection hardware outage.

Source: 73.55(g)(1)

Objective: Assure- that intrusion detection performance is not degraded
by a failure of detection hardware.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Confirm that an intrusion detection system is specified for the
perimeter of the protected area and that it is capable of
detecting 95 out of 100 intruders who are running, walking,
crawling, rolling or jumping.

B) Confirm that the intrusion detection system includes the follow-
ing emergency power capability:

1) An automatic switch over from primary power to emergency
battery and generator or emergency battery power without
causing an alarm, but there is an indication.

2) Twenty-four hour operation without recharging batteries or
refueling generators, unless fuel is onsite.

C) Confirm that the intrusion detection system performance includes
the following average false alarm and nuisance alarm specifications:

1) False alarm rate not to be greater than one per week per
zone.

2) Nuisance alarm rate not to be greater than one per week
per zone.
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3) False alarm and nuisance alarm rate not to be greater than
one per day per zone under continuous visual observation.

D) Confirm that intrusion detection system description includes
the following tamper-indicating/self-checking capability:

1) All enclosures are equipped with tamper switches or trigger
mechanisms compatible with alarm switches.

2) Trigger mechanism/tamper switches remain in operation when
system is in ACCESS mode.

3) Controls that affect sensitivity of alarm system are
located within tamper-resistant enclosure.

4) Signal lines connecting alarm relays with alarm monitors
are supervised.

5) Signal line connecting sensor electronics with processing
electronics is supervised.

E) Confirm that the intrusion detection system description includes
the following alarm capability.

1) Annunciates in both the central and secondary alarm stations.

2) Detection of an intruder.

3) Failure of emergency power to properly operate the system
in the event of primary power loss.

4) Indication of tampering.

5) Failure of aging components which cause system failure.

6) The type of alarm annunciation shall indicate the type of
problem (detection, power failure, tampering, system
failure).

F) Confirm that procedures are documented, which include the
posting of guards/watchmen to provide visual cover age in the
zone(s) with the hardware outage.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

An intrusion detection system wi 11 be installed which wi 11 detect an
intruder in the secured zone 95 out of 100 times. The system will detect
the following modes of intruder penetration: running, walking, crawling,
rolling and jumping.

The intrusion alarm system at the protected area perimeter will be provided
with an onsite source of emergency power. This power system meets the
requirements of Regulatory Guide 5.44 in that: switch over is automatic,
there is indication of switch over but no alarm, and it is capable of
sustaining operation for a minimum of 24 hours.

The intrusion alarm system will be installed to provide, on the average,
no more than one false and one nuisance alarm per zone per week, thus
meeting the requirements of Regulatory Guide 5.44.

The intrusion alarm system will satisfy the tamper-indicating and self-
checking requirements of Regulatory Guide 5.44. All equipment enclosures
and sensitivity controls will be equipped with tamper switches or trigger-
ing mechanisms which operate even when the system is in the ACCESS mode.
All signal lines connecting alarm relays with alarm monitors are supervised.
The system will be self-checking.

All intrusion detection system hardware will annunciate at both the
central and secondary alarm stations and will indicate the type and
location of the alarm.

Compensatory measures have been established and will be employed to
provide an equivalent level of protection in the event of intrusion
detection hardware outage. In the event of failure in a sing'le zone, a
single guard or watchman wi 11 be posted to continuously observe the
affected zone. In the event of a total system failure, guards or watch-
men will be posted to observe all of the protected area boundary.

II
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3.1.5 Security Posts (Fixed and Mobile)

Acceptance Criterion 3. 1.5.A: If structures considered as defensive
positions are established at the protected area perimeter they should be
bullet-resistant. A structure should be judged bullet-resistant if it
satisfies the requirements of 10 CFR Part 73.2(s), Underwriter's Labora-
tories High Power Rifle Rating. All entrance points to these structures
should be locked when occupied.

Source: 73.55(a) LStaff recommendation based upon need for high
assurance protection].

Objective: Establish requirements for defensive positions which are
mentioned in the statement of considerations.

Acceptance Criterion 3. 1.5.B: The protected area perimeter barrier and
adjacent isolation zones shall be patrolled at random times and on random
paths with the same frequency (at least once in every two hours) as the
patrol of exterior areas (See Acceptance Criterion 4.4.B). Checks of the
exterior areas within the protected area and the protected area perimeter
barrier and adjacent'solation zones may be accomplished on the same

patrol.

Source: 73.55(c)(4)

Objective: Assure that the protected area perimeter barrier and adjacent
isolation zones receive frequent close visual inspection at unpredictable
times to detect abnormal occurrences.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Confirm that any specified defensive positions established at
the protected area barrier include a bullet-resistant specification.

B) Confirm a commitment for security patrols of the protected
barrier and adjacent isolation zones at least once every two
hours. Patrols may not be necessary if defensive positions are
established and have clear fields of view of the perimeter
barrier.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Oefensive structures 'at the protected area boundary will be bullet-resistant
and locked.

The protected area barrier and adjacent isolation zones will be patrolled
by a guard or watchman at least once every two hours on a random path and
with a random starting time.
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3. 2 PROTECTEO AREA PORTALS

3. 2. 1 Personnel Access Portals and Posts

3.2. 1. 1 Layout

Acceptance Criterion 3 '. l. 1.A: Personnel access to the protected area
must be through a locked door which is controlled by an individual pro-
tected by a structure which is bullet-resistant. (High Powered Rifle
Rating)

Source: 73.55(d)(1)

Objective: Assure that protected area access is granted only by positive
action by an individual. Assure that this individual has sufficient time
to sound an alarm in the event of an attempt to gain protected area
access by forceful means.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm that personnel access to the protected area is through a
locked door.

Confirm that control of the locked door is by an individual protected
by a bullet-resistant structure.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation findings:

Personnel access to the protected area will always be through a locked
door which is controlled by an individual in a bullet-resistant structure.
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3. 2. 1. 2 Physical Structures

There are no additional'riteria.

3.2. 1.3 Locks, Keys, Combinations and Related Equipment

Locks, keys, combinations and related equipment must comply with Acceptance
Criterion 3.1.2. C.
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3.2.1.4 Security Posts

Acceptance Criterion 3.2. 1.4.A: Each portal must be operated by at least
two members of the physical security force when open for normal personnel
access.

Source: 73.55(d)(1), (2), (3)

Objective: Assure that adequate manpower is avai labTe to satisfactorily
meet the requirements for search and access control.

Acceptance Criterion 3.2. 1.4.B: Unauthorized entries through a personnel
access portal shall be detected and communicated to the central and
secondary alarm stations with a level of assurance consistent with Accept-
ance Criterion 3. 1.4.A.

Source: 73.55(c)(4) )Staff interpretation of the level of detection
capability required in order to assure that an adequate response can be
made].

Objective: Assure that a consistent, high assurance level of detection
is maintained against all types of unauthorized personnel penetrations of
the protected area barrier.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Confirm the commitment to control personnel access by stationing
two members of the physical security force at open portals:
one in a bullet-resistant structure to control access, and the
other to monitor and conduct searches.

8) Confirm the commitment to alarm the doors giving access to the
protected area.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

All portals will be operated by two members of the physical security
force when open for personnel access.

Unauthorized entries through a personnel access portal will be detected
and communicated to the central and secondary alarm stations with high
assurance. When the portal is not open for access the door giving access
to the protected area is locked and alarmed.
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3.2.1.5 Search and Admittance Control Hardware

Acceptance Criterion 3.2. 1.5.A: All search and admittance control hardware
shall clearly annunciate warnings at the portal.

Source: 73.55(d)(1)

Objective: Assure that detections of violations by search and admittance
control hardware are obvious to attending personnel so that appropriate
action may be taken immediately. Assure that these detections cannot be
ignored by an insider.

Acceptance Criterion 3. 2. l. 5. B: Prior to protected area entry all hand-
carried or delivered packages shall be searched for devices such as
firearms, explosives or incendiary devices, or other items which could be
used for industrial sabotage.

Source: 73.55(d)(2), 73.55(b)(3)

Objective: Provide high assurance detection of unauthorized materials
before protected area entry.

Acceptance Criterion 3.2. 1.5.C: A search of all personnel entering the
protected area shall be conducted to detect firearms, explosives and
incendiary devices (see Appendix B).

Source: 73. 55(d) (1)

Objective: Assure detection of firearms, explosives and incendiary
devices carried by personnel prior to their entering the protected area.

Acceptance Criterion 3.2. 1.5.0: At the point of protected area access
all personnel must be identified and their authorization checked.

Source: 73.55(d)(l), 73.55(b)(3)

Objective: Assure that those granted protected area access meet the
criteria for entry with or without escort, as appropriate.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Confirm a commitment to alarm all search and admittance control
hardware.

8) Confirm that all hand-carried or delivered packages will be
searched for firearms, explosives, incendiary devices or other
items used for industrial sabotage.
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C) Confirm the existence of statements requiring the search of all
personnel prior to entry into the protected area. Search can
be performed by either equipment or by physical means and is
for the purpose of preventing firearms, explosives and incendiary
devices from being brought into the protected area.

0) Confirm that an individual's identity and authorization will be
checked prior to admittance into the protected area.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Metal and explosive detectors will clearly annunciate warnings at the
portal.

All hand-carried and delivered packages will be searched physically or
with the following equipment:

~ ~

~

All personnel entering the protected area will be searched.

The identification/authorization of those previously issued picture
badges which permit unescorted access will be accomplished by
for those seeking unescorted access without prior badging the following
steps will be taken: All those seeking
escorted access will be checked for identification/authorization as follows:
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3. 2. 1. 6 Picture Badge System

Acceptance Criterion 3.2. 1.6.A: A numbered picture badge identification
system shall be used for all individuals who are authorized access to the
protected area without escort. These badges should show the access
authorization level of an individual while in a protected or vital area
and should be relinquished before leaving the protected area. An individual
not employed by the licensee but who requires frequent and extended
access to protected and vital areas may be authorized access to such
areas without escort provided that he receives a picture badge upon
entrance into the protected area which must be returned upon exit from
the protected area and which indicates (1) nonemployee no escort required,
(2) areas to which access is authorized, and (3) the period for which
access is authorized. Individuals not authorized by the licensee to
enter protected areas without escort shall be badged to indicate that an
escort is required and the access authorization level. Badges shall be
displayed while inside the protected area perimeter. This badge should
be worn on the upper front portion of the body so as to be clearly visible
(except when operational or health physics reasons dictate otherwise).

Source: 73.55(d)(5), (6)

Objective: Assure that level of access and escort requirement for all
persons in the protected area is clearly discernible at all times.
Minimize likelihood of badge compromise resulting from lost badges.

Reveiw Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to a picture badge system for the control of
personnel admitted access to the protected area.

guestion and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

A numbered picture badge will be issued to all individuals granted
unescorted access to the protected area. These badges will include the
following features: Those
granted escorted access will be issued badges with the following features:

Badges will be displayed while
inside the protected area perimeter.
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3. 2. 1. 7 Communi cati ons

Acceptance Criterion 3.2. 1.7.A: The capability of continuous communication
from each portal with the central and secondary alarm station must be
provided.

Source: 73.55(f)(g) fStaff recommendation based upon need to assure
timely communication of an alarm to permit adequate response by
the security force].

Objective: Assure that detections can be rapidly transmitted to the
central and secondary alarm stations.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm that the continuous communication requirement is met by
two-way radios carried by the guards. Alternatively, hard-wired
intercom meeting security requirements (normal plant PA system is
not acceptable) may be used to meet this criterion.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

-Evaluation Findings:

All personnel access portals are capable of continuous communication with
the central and secondary alarm station.
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3. 2. 2 Vehicle and Cargo Access Portals and Posts

Acceptance Criterion 3.2.2.A: All vehicles, except under emergency
conditions, shall be searched for items which could be used for sabotage
purposes prior to entry into the protected area. Vehicle areas to be

searched shall include the cab, engine compartment, undercarriage and
cargo area.

Source: 73.44(d)(4), 73.55(b)(3)

Objective: Provide a substantial measure of protection against the
introduction of sabotage materials by vehicles.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm a commitment by the licensee to search all vehicles prior to
entering the protected area. This includes company-owned vehicles
which have left the protected area.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

All vehicles, except in emergency situations, will be thoroughly searched
for sabotage materials including inspection of the cab, engine compart-
ment, undercarriage and cargo area, prior to entering the protected area.
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3. 2. 2. 1 Layout

Acceptance Criterion 3.2.2. 1.A: Vehicle access to the protected area
will be controlled by an individual protected by a structure which is
bullet-resistant.

Source: 73.55(d)(1)

Objective: Assure that detection of forceful protected area entry will
be communicated to the central and secondary alarm stations.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm that vehicle access to the protected area is through a gate
which is locked and controlled by a member of the security force
from within a bullet-resistant structure.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

h
controlled. Control of the ke electronic door o ener will rest with a
member of the physical security force located in a bullet-resistant
structure.
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3. 2. 2. 2 Physical Structur es

All vehicle=portals which are part of the protected area perimeter barrier
shall satisfy Acceptance Criterion 3. 1.2.A.

3.2.2.3 Locks, Keys, Combinations and Related Equipment

All locks, keys, combinations and related equipment must comply with Accept-
ance Cri teri on 3. 1. 2. C.
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3.2.2.4 Security Posts

Acceptance Criterion 3.2.2.4.A: All portals shall be operated by at
least two members of the physical security force when vehicles are
permitted access.

Source: 73.55(d)(1)

Objective: Assure that any forceful entry of the protected area is
detected and communicated to the central and secondary alarm stations
with high assurance.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to control vehicle access by maintaining two
members of the physical security force at the portal during time of
vehicle access.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

All portals will be operated by at least two members of the physical
security force when vehicle access procedures are being conducted. The
individual controlling access wi 11 be protected by a bullet-resistant
structure.
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3.2.2.5 Vehicle and Cargo Search Hardware

There are no specific acceptance criteria.
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3. 2. 2. 6 Communi cati ons

Acceptance Criterion 3.2.2.6.A: The capability of continuous communication
from each portal with the central and secondary alarm station must be
provided.

Source: 73.55(d)(4) I.Staff recommendation based upon need to assure
timely communication of an alarm to permit adequate response by the
security force].

Objective: Assure that detections can be rapidly transmitted to the
central and secondary alarm stations.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm. the commitment for a dedicated communication link between
each portal and the primary and secondary alarm stations.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

All portals have the capability of continuous communication with the
central and secondary alarm station.
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CHAPTER 4 - PROTECTED AREAS

4. 1 LAYOUT

Acceptance Criterion 4. 1.A: External loading and storage areas shall
not, to the extent practicable, be within 20 feet of vital areas.

Source: 73.55(d)(4)

Objective: Prevent, to the extent possible, the approach of vehicles to
the proximity of vital areas and eliminate the protection that could be
afforded an adversary by stored material.

Acceptance Criterion 4. 1.B: The physical barrier at the perimeter of the
protected area should be separated from any other barrier designated as a
physical barrier for a vital area within the protected area. Sufficient
separation (at least 20 feet) should be maintained to prevent bridging
from barrier to barrier, thereby avoiding detection by the perimeter
intrusion detection system.

Source: 73.55(c)(2)

Objective: Prevent the bridging of barriers and to permit accurate
assessment of detections made at the perimeter.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Examine the drawings to confirm that external loading and
stoppage areas are not adjacent to vital areas.

B) Examine the drawings to confirm a commitment by the licensee to
separate vital and protected area boundaries. A minimum distance
of 20 feet is required as an isolation zone.

guestions and Comments:



Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The licensee has designated a material receiving area which is not adjacent
to any vital area. Except for unforeseen situations which may develop
during a refueling or major maintenance outage, external storage and

loading areas will not be within 20 feet of vital areas.

All protected area barriers will be separate from vital area barriers,
except at
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4.2 PHYSICAL STRUCTURES

There are no specific acceptance criteria for nonvital buildings, barriers
and structures that stand in the protected area, except those used as
security posts.
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4. 3 ILLUMINATIONAND SURVEILLANCE

Acceptance Criterion 4.3.A: Illumination shall be maintained throughout
the protected area including the top and sides of all accessible struc-
tures. A structure shall be judged accessible if it is less than 18 feet
in height or ready means is provided for access to the roof, such as
ladders or climbing bars. The minimum level of illumination shall be
0. 2 footcandle measured horizontally at ground level.

Source: 73.55(c)(5) [Staff interpretation of the requirement for light-
ing buildings based upon military guidelines].

Objective: Assure that there are no dark areas or shadows in the protected
area which could hide a crouching man from detection by the naked eye.

Acceptance Criterion 4. 3. B: If systems are provided for surveillance of
the protected area, capability shall be provided for transmission of
equivalent surveillance data to the central and secondary alarm stations.

Source: 73.55(a) [Staff requirement based upon need to prevent false
assessment by insider in central or secondary alarm station].

Objective: Assure accurate assessment cannot be subverted by an insider.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Confirm a commitment by the licensee to provide O. 2 footcandle
of illumination throughout the protected ares.

B) Confirm that a commitment to use surveillance systems to survey
that portion of the protected area outside the isolation zone
includes the display of the surveillance data in both the
central and secondary alarm stations.

questions and Comments:



Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Illumination will be provided by a lighting
system. All exterior areas in the protected area w111 be illuminated to
a minimum level of 0.2 footcandle including the top and sides of all
buildings except , which exceeds 18 feet in
height and permits no easy access to the roof.

A CCTV system will be employed to provide surveillance of the following
sections in the protected area outside the isolation zone:

Equivalent surveillance data may be received by
the centra1 and secondary alarm stations using the following procedures:
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4.4 SECURITY POST (FIXEO AND MOBILE)

Acceptance Criterion 4.4.A: All physical structures in the protected
area credited as defensive positions for response forces shall provide:

1)
2)
3)

Bullet-resistance (High Power Rifle Rating).
Full fields of view and fire in assigned response area.
Audible and visible indication of intrusion alarms in assigned
response area.

Source: 73.55(a) [Staff requirement based to define attributes of defensive
positions referenced to in the statement of considerations].

Objective: Assure that responders in defensive positions are protected
and capable of observing and bringing effective fire to bear in their
area of responsibility.

Acceptance Criterion 4. 4. B: All exterior areas within the protected area
shall be patrolled at random intervals and on a random path to provide
human, on-the-scene visual observation. Each part of the protected area
shall be observed at least once every two hours. Patrolling personnel
shall be capable of continuous communication with the central and secondary
alarm stations. Procedures should be established for frequent status
reporting to the central alarm station.

Source: 73.55(c)(4) [Frequency is staff requirement based upon need to
control insider activity as well as covert attempts at protected areas;
include in the descriptions the following]:

Objective: Assure the protected area receives close visual observation
at unpredictable times to detect abnormal occurrences.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Confirm that any commitment. to use defensive positions in the
protected area; include in the descriptions the following:

1)
2)
3)

Bullet-resistance.
Fields of view and.fields of fire.
Audible and visual intrusion alarms for the area of responsi-
bility assigned to the defensive position.

B) Confirm there is a commitment for security patrols of the
protected area at least once every two hours, and patrol person-
nel report to the central alarm station.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

There will be defensive positions in the protected area.
These will be located They will be
bullet-resistant, locked when occupied, have full field of view and fire
in assigned response area. Intrusion alarms in the assigned response
area will be indicated visibly by a and audibly
by a

All exterior areas within the protected area will be patrolled by a
radio-equipped guard or watchman at least once every two hours.
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4. 5 ESCORTS

'cceptance

Criterion 4.5.A: All vehicles not licensee-designated shall
be escorted in the protected area by a guard or other armed individual.

All visiting personnel shall be escorted by an individual who is authorized
for unescorted access to the protected area and designated for escort
duty. The ratio of escorts required for a visiting party shall depend
upon the ability of the escort to monitor the activities of the group.

Source: 73. 55(d)(4) ! Staff requirement for armed escort based upon
recognition of a vehicle as a potentially effective aid in sabotage with
resulting need for strict contro11.

Objective: Assure strict control of nonlicensee-designated vehicles in
the protected area when they present the potential for significant assist-
ance in sabotage activities.

Assure that the actions of all protected area visitors are monitored so
that any unauthorized activities will be detected.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Comfirm a commitment to provide armed guard escorts for all nonlicensee-
designated vehicles. (See Review Guideline)

Confirm a commitment to provide escorts to personnel authorized
access. Escorts are to be individuals authorized unescorted access
to the protected area and have been designated for escort duty. The
nominal escort ratio in the protected area is 10 to l. A larger
ratio shall be authorized by the plant superintendent or other
authorized persons.

question and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Eval'uation Findings:

All nonlicensee-designated vehicles will be escorted by armed guards.

All visiting personnel will be escorted by an individual authorized for
escorted access and escort duty. The ratio of escorts to visitors will
be assigned according to the following guidelines:
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CHAPTER 5 - VITAL AREA BOUNDARIES

Acceptance Criterion 5.A: The licensee shall locate vital equipment only
within a vital area which, in turn, shall be located within a protected
area such that access to vital equipment requires passage through at
least two physical barriers of sufficient strength to provide high assur-
ance of protection against sabotage. More than one vital area may be
located within a single protected area.

Source: 73.55(c)(l)

Objective: Assurance that vital equipment is protected by at least two
barriers.

Acceptance Criterion 5.B: The licensee shall positively control all
points of personnel and vehicle access into the vital areas. Access to
vital areas shall be limited to individuals who are authorized access to
vital equipment and who require such access to perform their duties.
Access to vital areas for the purpose of general familiarization and
other nonwork-related activities shall not be authorized except for good
cause shown by the licensee.

Source: 73.55(d)(4) fStaff interpretation of requirements for positive
access control].

Objective: Assure that vital area access is limited to those with authorized
need.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Confirm a commitment to locate all vital equipment in a vital
area.

Confirm that all vital equipment has been included in the
licensee's (applicant's) list of vital equipment.

Review vital areas to assure that they are contained within two
physical barriers.

B) Confirm a commitment for positive access control to the vital
area includes:

1) Limiting access to authorized personnel.

2) Requiring positive identification prior to entry.

3) Requiring an established need for access.



4) Maintaining records of entry, exit and reason for entry.

5) A system for control within the vital area.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Access to all equipment designated as vital requires passage through at
least two physical barriers.

I

A satisfactory program for personnel positive access control has been
established. The need for access is established as follows:

Identification of the individual seeking access
is accomplished by
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5. 1 LAYOUT

There are no specific requirements for vital area layout.
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5. 2 PHYSICAL BARRIERS

5.2.1 Barrier Oescriptions

Acceptance Criterion 5. 2. 1.A: All vital area barriers shall be resistant-
to penetration by explosive and breaching tools. The amount of resistance
to penetration must be consistent with the time required for armed force
response. The penetration resistance of the barriers must not be diminished
by doors, windows or other openings in the barrier.

Source: 73.55(a) [Staff requirement based upon recognition that adversaries
at the vital area must be delayed long enough to provide time for the
response force].

Objective: To prevent entry or delay to allow time for the response
force to confront and neutralize the intruder.

Acceptance Criterion 5.2. 1.B: All emergency exits i n vital area barriers
must be locked and alarmed.

Source: 73.55(d)(7), 73.55(e)(3)

Objective: Assure that the opening of emergency exits are controlled
and, if open for any reason, are detected.

Acceptance Criterion 5.2. 1.C: Locks, keys, combinations and other related
equipment should satisfy Acceptance Criterion 3. 1.2.C.

Source: See 3. l. 2. C

Objective: See 3. 1. 2. C

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:
i

A) Confirm that the description of vital area barriers includes
materials, thicknesses and the licensee's (applicant's) estimates
of their penetration time. Penetration time estimates must bejustified and should be consistent with experimentally determined
barrier penetration time, such as the NBS tests. The penetration
times are to be evaluated against. response times in Chapter 14.

B) Confirm the licensee's commitment to lock and alarm all vital
area exit points.

C) Confirm the licensee's commitment to adhere to Acceptance
Criterion 3. 1.2.C with respect .to vital area barriers.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Each of" the vital area barriers ( ) are constructed
of the following penetration resistant materials:

respectively. All doors, windows and other openings
in the barriers provide protection equal to that of the remainder of the
structure. The penetration time for all vital area barriers is sufficiently
long to allow the response force to arrive at the barrier before penetration
is completed.

A'll emergency exits from the vital area are locked and alarmed.
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5.2.2 Intrusion Oetection Hardware

Acceptance Criterion 5.2.2.A: High assurance detection shall be provided
for all vital area entries. Active (operating) alarm systems must be
used to protect portals to vital areas. Alarm systems must satisfy the
requirements of the "Interim Federal Specification: Alarm System, Interior,
Security, Components For," W-A-00450-B (GSA-FSS).

Source: 73.55(d)(7), 73.55(e)(3)

Objective: To provide high assurance protection by detecting attempted
penetration at the vital area barriers and access portals.

Acceptance Criterion 5. 2. 2. B: All alarm systems must be provided with
standby electrical power, according to requirements of the "Interim
Federal Specification," W-A-00450-B (GSA-FSS).

Source: 73.55(e)(2)

Objective: Assure that intrusion alarm systems continue to function
normally in the event of loss of offsite power.

Acceptance Criterion 5. 2. 2. C'. All intrusion alarm systems shall have a
frequency of false and nuisance alarms such that the response capability
is not degraded. The intrusion alarms should satisfy the frequency of
false and nuisance alarms specified in Regulatory Guide 5.44 and Interim
Federal Specification W-A-00450-8 (GSA-FSS).

Source: 73.55(a) [Staff interpretation of requirement to achieve high
assurance detection].

Objective: Assure that the frequency of false and nuisance alarms does
not degrade the response capability.

Acceptance Criterion 5. 2.2. D: All intrusion detection systems shall be
tamper-indicating and self-checking, e. g., an automatic indication is
provided when failure of the alarm system or a component occurs, or when
the system is on standby power. These systems shall satisfy the tamper-
indicating and self-checking requirements of Regulatory Guide 5.44 and
Interim Federal Specification W-A-00450-B„

Source: 73.55(e)(2)

Objective: Assure that the effectiveness of the intrusion detection
system cannot be intentionally degraded or remain degraded for more than
one minute without compensation if the cause is system failure.
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Acceptance Criterion 5.2.2.E: All intrusion detection system hardware
must annunciate at the central and secondary alarm stations. The annuncia-
tion of an alarm shall indicate the type of alarm (e. g., intrusion alarm,
emergency exit alarm, etc. ) and location.

Source: 73.55(e)(l), 73.55(e)(2)

Objective: Assure that an insider cannot prevent response by ignoring an
alarm and that the response can be made appropriate to the type of alarm
received.

Acceptance Criterion 5. 2. 2. F: Compensatory measures shall be established
and employed to assure an equivalent level of protection in the event of
detection hardware outage.

Source: 73.55(g)(1)

Objective: Assure that intrusion detection performance is not degraded
by a failure of detection hardware.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Confirm the licensee's (applicant's) commitment to providing
high assurance detection to attempts to gain unauthorized
access into vital areas through portals or any part of the
barrier. When alarm systems are used they shall meet the

~ minimum level identified in the Interim Federal Specifications.

B) Confirm that the intrusion detection system conforms to Interim
Federal Specification W-A-00450-8 (GSA-FSS) and includes the
following emergency power capability:

1) An automatic switch over from primary power to emergency
battery and generator or emergency battery power without
causing an alarm, but there is an indication.

2) Twenty-four hour operation without recharging batteries or
refueling generators, unless fuel is onsite.

C) Confirm that the intrusion detection system performance includes
the following average false alarm and nuisance alarm specifications:

1) False alarm rate not to be greater than one per week per
zone.

2) Nuisance alarm rate not to be greater than one per week
per zone.
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3) False al ar m and nuisance alarm rate not to be greater than
one per day per zone under continuous visual observation.

0) Confi,rm that intrusion de.ection system description includes
the following tamper-indicating/self-checking capability:

I

1) All enclosures are equipped with tamper switches or trigger
mechanisms compatible with alarm switches.

2) Trigger mechanism/tamper switches remain in operation when
system is in ACCESS mode.

3) Controls that affect sensitivity of alarm system are
located within tamper-resistant enclosure.

4) Signal lines connecting alarm relays with alarm monitors
are supervised.

E)

5) Signal line connecting sensor electronics with processing
electronics are supervised.

Confirm that the intrusion detection system description includes
the following alarm capability:

1) Annunciated in both the central and secondary alarm stations.

2) Annunciates detection of an intruder.

3) Annunciates failures of emergency power to properly operate
the system in the event of primary power loss.

4) Annunciates indication of tampering.

5) Annunicates failure of aging components which cause system
failure.

6) The type of alarm annunciation shall indicate the type of
problem (detection, power failure, tampering, system
failure).

F) Confirm that procedures are documented, which include the
positioning of guards/watchmen, to provide visual coverage in
or at the vital area, when there is a hardware outage.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:
i

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

An intrusion alarm system is will be installed which will detect individ-
uals attempting unauthorized access to the vital areas. The alarm systems
will com 1 com lies with "Interim Federal Specification: Alarm Systems,
Interior, Security, Components For," W-A-00450-B (GSA-FSS).

The intrusion alarm system at the protected area perimeter wi 11 be provided
with an onsite source of emergency power. This power system meets the
requirements of Interim Federal Specification W-A-00450-B in that:
switch over is automatic, there is indication of switch over but no

alarm, and it is capable of sustaining operation for a minimum of 24
hours.

The intrusion alarm system will be installed to provide, on the average,
no more than one false and one nuisance alarm per zone per day, thus
meeting the requirements of Regulatory Guide 5.44 and Interim Federal
Specification W-A-00450-B (GSA-FSS).

The intrusion alarm system will satisfy the tamper-indicating and self-
checking requirements of Regulatory Guide 5.44 and Interim Federal Specifi-
cation W-A-00450-B. All equipment enclosures and sensitivity controls
will be equipped with tamper switches or triggering mechanisms which
operate even when the system is in the ACCESS mode. All signal lines
connecting alarm relays with alarm monitors are supervised. The system
will be self-checking. All intrusion detection system hardware will
annunciate at both the central and secondary alarm stations and will
indicate the type and location of the alarm.

Compensatory measures have been established and will be employed to
prov'ide an equivalent level of protection in the event of intrusion
detection hardware outage. In the event of failure in a single area, a

single guard or watchman will be posted to continuously observe the
affected area.
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5.2.3 Control Room

Acceptance Criterion 5.2.3: The walls, doors, ceiling, floor and any
windows in the walls and doors of the control room shall be bullet-
resistant. (High Power Rifle Rating)

Source: 73.55(e)(1)

Objective: To provide the level of protection required by regulation and
to be consistent with the level of protection provided by most critical
facilities.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm that a description of the control room includes specifica-
tion for bullet-resistant walls, doors, ceiling, floor, windows and
doors.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The walls, doors, ceiling, floor and any windows in the control room are
bullet-resistant.
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5.3 VITAL AREA PORTALS

5.3. 1 Personnel Access Portals and Posts

5. 3. 1. 1 Layout

Acceptance Criterion 5.3. 1. 1.A: Access to vital areas must be through a
locked door. If an individual is controlling access through a vital area
boundary whether or not he is located (other'han during temporary compen-
satory measures) at the portal or remote from it, he must be protected by
a structure which is continuously locked, is bullet-resistant and permits
detection and communication of forceful entry with high assurance.

Source: 73.55(d)(7)

Objective: Assure that vital area access is granted only by positive
action by an individual. Assure that this individual has sufficient time
to sound an alarm in the event of an attempt to gain Vital area access by
forceful means.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm that personnel access to vital area is through locked doors.

Confirm that control of the locked door is by an individual protected
by. a bullet-resistant structure.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Personnel access to all vital areas will always be through a locked door
which is controlled by an individual in a bullet-resistant structure.
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5.3. 1.2 Physical Structures

There are no specific acceptance criteria.

5.3. 1.3 Locks, Keys, Combinations and Related Equipment

All locks, keys, combinations and other related equipment must comply
with Acceptance Criterion 3. 1.2.C.

5. 3. 1. 4 Security Posts

There are no criteria in addition to Acceptance Criterion 5.3.1.1.A.
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5.3. 1.5 Access Control Hardware

Acceptance Criterion 5.3. 1.5.A: All access control hardware must annunciate
warnings of unauthorized entry attempts at the central and secondary
alarm stations.

Source: 73.55(d)(7)
~ k

Objective: Assure that detections of violations by access control hard-
ware are obvious to attending personnel so that appropriate action may be
taken immediately. Assure these detections cannot be ignored by an
insider.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm a commitment to alarm all access control hardware such as
key card readers.

Confirm that activated alarms will be annunciated in both the central
and secondary alarm stations.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:
ib

Key card readers will signal alarms in the central and secondary alarm
stations when an invalid card is read. The alarms clearly indicate the
attempted valid entry attempt by
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5.3. 1.6 Badge Control System

Acceptance Criterion 5.3. 1.6.A: The numbered picture badge identifica-
.tion system used for all individuals, who are authorized access to the
protected areas without escort, shall indicate the vital areas to which
access is authorized, and should be relinquished before leaving the
protected area. An individual not employed by the licensee but who
requires frequent and extended access to vital areas may be authorized
unescorted access to such areas provided his picture badge indicates the
vital areas to which he is authorized access and which must be returned
upon exit from the protected area and which indicates (1) nonemployee no
escort required; (2) areas to which access is authorized; and (3) the
period for which access is authorized. Individuals not authorized by the
licensee to enter vital areas without escort shall be badged to indicate
that an escort is required and the vital areas authorized. Badges shall
be displayed at all times. This badge should be worn on the upper front
portion of the body to be'learly visible (except for operational or
health physics reasons).

Source: 73.55(d)(7)

Objective: Assure level of access and escort requirement for all persons
in the vital area is clearly discernible at all times. Minimize likeli-
hood of badge compromise resulting from lost badges.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to a picture badge system which includes the
control of personnel permitted access to vital areas.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The numbered picture badge issued to all individuals granted protected
area access is coded in the following manner to indicate the vital areas
granted access: Badges
will be displayed while inside the protected area perimeter.
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5. 3. 1 . 7 Communi cati ons

Acceptance Criterion 5.3. 1.7.A: Continuous communication capability must
be provided from each portal at a vital area boundary with the central
and secondary alarm station.

Source: 73.55(f)(l) ! Staff recommendation based upon need to assure
timely communication of an alarm to permit adequate response by the,
security forcel.

Objective: Assure that detections can be rapidly transmitted to the
central and secondary alarm stations.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment for a dedicated communication link between
each vital area boundary post and the central and secondary alarm
stations.

This requirement can be met by the security force two-way radio.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Each post at a vital area boundary portal has continuous communications
capability with the central and secondary alarm station.
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5.3.2 Vehicle Access Portals and Posts

5.3.2. 1 Physical Structures

There are no requirements in addition to those of Acceptance Criterion 5.2. 1.A.
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5.3. 2. 2 Securi ty Posts

Acceptance Criterion 5.3.2.2.A: A portal must be manned by at least one
armed member of the physical security force when open for vehicle access.
This is in addition to the armed escort which must remain with the vehicle.

Source: 73.55(d)(7)

Objective: Assure that any unauthorized entry into a vital area is
immediately detected and communicated to the central and secondary alarm
stations.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to control vehicle access to the vital area
by posting a guard at the access portal during vehicle ingress and
egress.

Confirm that the guard controlling vehicle access is in addition to
the guard escorting the vehicle.

guestions and Comments:
"
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

At least one guard is posted at all vital area vehicle portals during
vehicle ingress and egress. This guard is in addition to the guard per-
forming vehicle escort duties.
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5.3.2.3 Communications

Acceptance Criterion 5. 3. 2. 3.A: Each fixed security post at a vehicle
access portal must be capable of continuous communication with the central
and secondary alarm stations.

Source: 73.55(f)(l) LStaff recommendation based upon need to assure
timely communication of an alarm to permit response by the security
force].„

Objective: Assure that detections can be rapidly transmitted to the
central and secondary alarm stations.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment for a dedicated communication link between
.each vital area vehicle access security posts and the central and
secondary alarm stations. This criterion may be met with the guard's
two-way radios.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Each fixed post at a vehicle access portal is capable of continuous
communications with the central and secondary alarm station.
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CHAPTER 6 - VITAL AREAS

6.1 CENTRAL ALARM STATION

Acceptance Criterion 6.1.A: The onsite central alarm station shall be
considered a vi ta1 area.

Source: 73.55(e)(l), 73.2(h)

Objective: To assure'hat the security provided for the control of
security forces is consistent with that of facilities which they are
protecting.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to consider the onsite central alarm station
a vital area.

*

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The licensee has established a central alarm station which meets the
criteria of a vital area as defined by 73. 2(h).
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6.1.1 Location and Layout

Acceptance Criterion 6. l. 1.A: The onsite central alarm station shall be
located within a building such that the interior of the central alarm
station is not visible from the perimeter of the protected area. This
station shall not contain any operational activities that would interfere
with the execution of the alarm response function.

Source: 73.55(e)(1)

Objective: To provide assurance that an intruder cannot easily locate
the central alarm station or affect the operation of the central alarm
station from outside the protected area perimeter. Also, to assure there
are no activities performed inside the central alarm station which could
detract from the alarm response function.

4

Review Procedure:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to locate the central alarm station in a
building such that its interior is not visible from the perimeter of
the protected area.

Confirm that the central alarm station does not contain any operational
activities that would interfere with the execution of the alarm
response function.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The central alarm station is located in the interior of building
The interior of the central alarm station ss not

vissble from the perimeter of the protected area.
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6. 1.2 Physical Structures

Acceptance Criterion 6. 1,2.A: The walls, doors, ceiling, floor and any
windows in the walls and doors of the onsite central alarm station shall
be bullet-resistant. (UL 752, High Power Rifle Rating)

Source: 73.55(e)(1)

Objective: To provide the level of protection required by regulation and
to be consistent with the level of protection provided the facilities.

Acceptance Criterion 6. 1.2.8: All portals (windows, doors) which would
permit personnel entry (aperture area exceeding 96 sq. in. or one dimen-
sion exceeding six inches) must be kept locked at all times.

Source: 73.55(a) I.Staff requirement based on need to provide high assur-
ance that an insider or intruder cannot gain control of the response
force or vital/protected area portals through use of the central alarm
station].

Objective: To provide high assurance that the central alarm station
functions cannot be compromised without overt action from outside the
alarm station to gain admittance.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm that a description of the central alarm station includes
specification for bullet-resistant walls, ceiling, floor, windows
and doors.

Confirm the commitment to keep all central alarm station portals, as
described above, locked at all times.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The central alarm station is constructed such that the walls, ceiling,
floor, doors and windows are bullet-resistant. (UL 752, High Power Rifle
Rating)

All portals which would permit personnel entry are kept locked at all
times.



6.1.3 Alarm and Surveillance Honitoring Hardware

Acceptance Criterion 6. 1.3.A: All alarms should annunciate within one
second in a continuously manned central alarm station located within the
protected area. Alarm hardware should satisfy the requirements of
W-A"00450"B.

Source: 73.55(e)(1)

Objective: To provide rapid warning of security violations.

Acceptance Criterion 6. 1.3.B: The annuciation at the onsite central
alarm station shall indicate the type of alarm (e.g., intrusion alarm,
emergency exit alarm, etc. ) and location. The central alarm station
operator must not be able to change any alarm point status (SECURE,
ACCESS or INOPERATIYE) or actuate any locking or controlling device at a
protected area or vital area portal without the knowledge of secondary
alarm station operator.

Source: 73.55(e)(2)

Objective: To provide information to the central alarm station for
situation assessment and rapid response. Also to reduce the likelihood
of an insider controlling alarms from the central alarm station.

Acceptance Criterion 6. 1.3.C: The central alarm station must be capable
of performing all required operations on emergency power.

Source: 73.55(e)(l), 73.55(e)(2) [Staff requirement based upon the need
to assure protection is not degraded when there is a power failure].

Objective: To assure the capability to provide rapid response is not
degraded because of the loss of the primary power system.

Acceptance Criterion 6. 1.3. D: All annunciator and other alarm or survei 1-
lance system hardware, including transmission lines, shall be tamper-
indicating and self-checking, e. g., an automatic indication is provided
when failure of the alarm system or a component occurs, or when the
system is on standby power.

Source: 73.55(e)(2)

Objective: Assure that the effectiveness of the central alarm station
systems cannot be degraded or remain degraded.



Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Confirm the commitment of the licensee to have all alarms
annunciate in the CAS within one second of alarm activation.

B)

C)

Confirm the commitment to assure that the central alarm station
alarm annunciation will indicate the type of alarm and its
location.
Confirm a commitment to assure that the central alarm station
operator cannot change an alarm point status or actuate any
locking or controlling device at protected or vital area portals
without the knowledge of the secondary alarm station operator.

Confirm the commitment to provide emergency power to the central
alarm station.

Confirm that central alarm station systems description includes
tamper-indicating/self-checking capability.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The alarms in the central alarm station wi 11 annunciate within one second
of alarm activation. Annunciators meet the requirements of Interim
Federal Specification W-A-004SO-B with respect to unit compatibility,
access/secure and reset switches, readout, construction and connections.

Alarm annunciation is provided in the central alarm station for the
following types of alarms: The
location of alarm activation is also provided. The alarm system is
designed to prevent the central alarm station operator from changing any
alarm point status or actuating any locking or controlling device at
protected or vital area portals without the knowledge of the secondary
alarm station operator.

The annunciator and other alarm or surveillance system hardware, includ-
ing transmission lines, are tamper-indicating and self-checking.

The central alarm station wi 11 be provided with an onsite source of
emergency power. This power system provides automatic switch over with
an indication of switch over but no alarm.
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6. 1. 4 Manning

Acceptance Criterion 6. 1.4.A: The central alarm station must be con-
tinuously manned by at least one member of the physical security force
who is,totally dedicated to the duties of security monitoring.

Source: 73.55(e)(1)

Objective: To provide for rapid response to alarms, assessment of alarms,
alerting of security force and the initiation of countermeasures to
resolve the situation.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to have at least one member of the security
organization in the central alarm station at all times.

Confirm that the duties of at least one member of the security force
located in the central alarm station are totally dedicated to security
monitoring.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The central alarm station is continuously manned by a member of the security
organization at all times. This member is totally dedicated to duties of
security monitoring.
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6. 1.5 Communications

Acceptance Criterion 6. 1.5.A: The central alarm station must provide
wire (e. g., telephone) and wireless (e. g., radio, microwave) systems
which provide fully independent and redundant communication with local
law enforcement and the plant control room(s) (if independent of the
central alarm station). Capability must also be provided to remain in
continuous contact with members of the physical security force while on
patrol.

Source: 73.55(F)(l), (2), (3)

Objective: To provide assurance that there will always be communication
links to local law enforcement authorities, plant physical security
force, and the plant control room.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment
bility with the central

Wire (e.g., telephone)
control room with them

to provide the following communication capa-
alarm station.

and wireless (e. g., radio or microware) plant
(unless they are colocated).

Mire (e. g., telephone) and wireless (e. g., radio or microwave)
communication with the local law enforcement authorities.

Mireless communication with members of the physical security force
on patrol.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Redundant and independent communication from the central alarm station to
~LLEA) is provided by and
system. Communication to the plant control room is provided by

and additional communication to fixed post is
provided by Mireless communications with members
of the physical security force on patrol is provided by
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6. 2 SECONOARY ALARM STATIONS

Acceptance Criterion 6.2.A: All alarms shall annunciate in a continuously
manned central alarm station located within the protected area and in at
least one other continuously manned station, not necessarily onsite, such
that a single act cannot remove the capability of calling for assistance
or otherwise responding to an alarm.

Objective: To assure that a single act cannot remove the capability of
receiving and responding to alarms.

Acceptance Criterion 6.2.8: The secondary alarm station operator must
not be able to change any alarm point station (SECURE, ACCESS or INOPERA-

TIVE) or actuate any locking or controlling device at a protected area or
vital area portal without the knowledge of the central alarm station
operator.

Source: 73.55(e)(2)

Objective: To prevent, with high assurance, an insider working at the
secondary alarm station from controlling alarms or locking and control-
ling devices at protected and vital area portals.

Acceptance Criterion 6. 2.C: The secondary alarm station must satisfy the
following requirements: (1) contains no operational function which would
interfere with the execution of the alarm response function, (2) is
locked at all times, (3) has annunciators and other surveillance hardware
which are all tamper-indicating and self-checking, and (4) is capable of
fully independent and redundant communications with local law enforcement,
plant control room (if not colocated with the secondary alarm station)
and continuous communication with physical security force.

Source: 73.55(e)(l), 73.55(e)(2), 73.55(a) [Staff requirement based on

need to provide high assurance that an insider 'or intruder cannot gain
control of the response force or vital or protected area portals through
use of the secondary alarm station].

Objective: To provide a backup capability to the central alarm station.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Confirm the commitment of the licensee to have a secondary
alarm station in addition to the central alarm station.

Confirm that the alarms annunciate within one second of sensor
activation and that the annunciator hardware meets Interim
Federal Specification M-A-00450-8.
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If located onsite, the secondary alarm station should be pro-
tected as a vital area and, therefore, complies with Acceptance
Criteria 6.1.1.A and 6.1.2.B.

Confirm that the secondary alarm station is continuously manned.

B) Confirm a commitment to assure that the secondary alarm station
operator cannot change an alarm point status or actuate and
locking or controlling device at protected or vital area portals
without the knowledge of the central alarm station operator.

C) Confirm the commitment to provide the secondary alarm station,
with capabilities that satisfy the requirements of Acceptance
Criteria 6. 1. 3. 0 (Alarm and Surveillance Monitoring Hardware)
and 6. 1.5.A (Communications). Confirm that the secondary alarm
station is locked at all times and that the operator is not
assigned duties which will interfere with his alarm response
function.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:
I

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The secondary alarm station is continuously manned by members

of the security organization, is located onsite in building
Alarms will annunciate within one second of alarm activation and meet the
requirements of Interim Federal Specification M-A-00450-B with respect to
unit compatibility, access/secure and reset switches, readout, construc-
tion and connections.

The secondary alarm station operator is not able to change any alarm
point station (SECURE, ACCESS or INOPERATIVE) or actuate any locking or
controlling device at a protected area or vital area portal without the
knowledge of the central alarm station operator.

and functions
performed sn the secondary alarm station will not interfere with the
execution of the alarm response functions. The secondary alarm station
systems will satisfy the tamper-indication and self-checking requirements
of Regulatory Guide 5.44. All equipment enclosures and sensitivity
controls will be equipped with tamper switches or triggering mechanisms
which operate even when the system is in the ACCESS mode. All signal
lines connecting alarm relays with alarm monitors are supervised. All
access portals to the secondary alarm station are locked at all times.
Redundant and independent communication from the secondary alarm station
to ~LLEA) is provided by and systems.
Communications to the plant control room is provided by
and systems. Communications to guards either at fsxed post
or on patrol is provided by and additional communication to
fixed post is provided by
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6.3 OTHER VITAL AREAS

Acceptance Criterion 6.3.A (Alternative 1): All access to the very
limited number of vital locations, such as containment, wherein acts
conducted entirely within this location could result in successful indus-trial sabotage, must include at least two personnel authorized for
unescorted access to vital areas.

Source: 73.55(a) [Staff requirement based upon need to provide high
assurance protection against the insider].

Objective: To reduce the likelihood of an employee performing acts of
industrial sabotage or attempting such acts without immediately attract-
ing someone's attention.

Acceptance Criterion 6.3.A (Alternative 2): Compartments are used to
eliminate a single authorization providing access to a vital area wherein
action taken entirely within that location could result in sucessful
sabotage.

Source: 73,55(a) [Staff requirement based upon need to provide hi.gh
assurance protection against the insiderj.

Objective: To reduce the likelihood of an employee performing acts of
industrial sabotage or attempting such acts in locations where two or
more controls must be effected.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Confirm the commitment by the licensee to identify all "type 1"
vital locations.

B) Confirm the commitment to have adequate "two-man" rule in
affect in "type 1" vital area locations. The "two-man" rule
requires at least two men with equivalent knowledge in the
"type 1" location or a surveillance monitoring system which can
provide the same level of protection.

Confirm the commitment by the licensee (applicant) to placevital equipment in secure compartments which require posit'ive
control for entry.

The barrier should meet or exceed the strength of ll AMG wire
mesh secured at floor (and ceiling, if appropriate).

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The and
identified type 1 vital locations cannot be entered by

a single employee. Lists of employees who are authorized entrance to
"type 1" locations are maintained by security members controlling access.
These security members are instructed that single employees are not to be
permitted entry.

Vital controls and equipment are enclosed by
Access control is provided by and
which provides positive action such that the possibility of a single
authorization providing access is virtually eliminated.
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6. 3. 1 Survei 1 lance Hardwar e

Acceptance Criterion 6.3. 1.A: If used, all surveillance system hardware
must be self-checking and tamper-indicating.

Source: 73.55(e)(2)

Objective: To be immediately aware of system degradation or manipulation
by an adversary so that compensatory measures can be taken to main~
high assurance protection.

Acceptance Critrion 6. 3. 1. 8: If used, surveillance hardware must provide
the same information to the central and secondary alarm stations.

Source: 73.55(e)(l)

Objective: Assure that an insider cannot prevent response by ignoring
information and alarms and that rapid response can be made.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) If used, confirm the commitment to assure that all hardware
includes tamper-indicating/self-checking capability.

8) Confirm that any surveillance hardware provides the same informa-
tion in both the central and secondary alarm stations.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

All surveillance system hardware will be tamper-indicating and self-checking.

The surveillance hardware provides the same informa-
tion to both the central and secondary alarm stations. Hardware alarms
will actuate in both the central and secondary alarm stations.
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6. 3. 2 Security Posts (Fixed and Mobile)

Acceptance Criterion 6.3.2.A: Consistent with operating constraints, all
vital areas should be visually inspected at least once each shift by a
member of the plant staff.

Source: 73.55(a) [Staff requirement based on the need to assure that
activities by an insider are not in progress].

Objective: To reduce the likelihood that an insider normally assigned to
work in a vital area could sabotage the facility.
Acceptance Criterion 6.3.2.B: If used, all fixed security posts in the
vital area should provide continuous communication capability with the
central and secondary alarm stations.

Source: 73.55(f)(l) [Staff recommendation based upon need to assure
timely communication of an alarm to permit response by the security
force].

Objective: Assure that security personnel in vital areas can provide
warning and receive direction during incident response.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) The licensee should provide for a system of surveillance for
internal vital areas. This should include a tour by a plant
staff member of all vital areas (except those where it would be
hazardous to health and safety) at least once each shift.
During this tour a visual inspection should be made.

B) Confirm the commitment for a dedicated communication link
between any fixed security post located in a vital area and the
central and secondary alarm stations.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation findings:

A tour of all vital areas except
conducted during each shift by or

will be

En addition to radios carried by guards, all fixed security posts located
in vital areas have type dedicated communication to the
central and secondary alarm station. This system provides a continuous
communication capability with radio backup.
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6. 3. 3 Escorts

Acceptance Criterion 6. 3. 3.A: All visiting personnel in the vital area
shall be accompanied by an escort.

Source: 73. 55(6), 73. 55(7) LStaff requirement to maintain close survei 1-
lance over personnel not normally authorized access to vital areas].

Objective: Assure that the actions of all vital area visitors are monitored
so that any unauthorized activities will be immediately detected.

Acceptance Criterion 6.3.3.8: Provide armed escorts for vehicles in the
vital areas.

Source: 73.55(d)(4)

Objective: Assure strict control of nonlicensee vehicles in the vital
areas when they present the potential for providing assistance to sabotage
activities.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Confirm the commitment to provide escorts to visiting personnel
authorized access to vital areas. Escorts are to be individuals
authorized unescorted access to the vital area to be visited
and have been designated for escort duty. The nominal escort
ratio in vital areas is five to one. A larger ratio shall be
authorized by the plant superintendent or other authorized
persons.

'i

8) Confirm a commitment by the licensee to provide armed escorts
when escorting vehicles inside the vital areas.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

All personnel visiting vital areas will be escorted by an individual
authorized unescorted access and escort duty. The ratio of escorts to
visitors has been set at to which satisfies the
requirement.

All nonlicensee-designated vehicles will be escorted by armed guards.
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CHAPTER 7 - CENTRAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

7. 1 TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Acceptance Criterion 7.1.A: All telephone closets, unattended switch-
boards and any locations within the plant where the ability to telephone
internally and/or externally could be significantly disrupted shall be
locked.

Source: 73.55(a) [Staff requirement based upon the importance of communica-
tion for response force direction and control, coordination with other
plant operations and for requesting offsite assistance from law enforce-
ment agencies and others].

Objective: To provide with high assurance that a communication system
will be available for direction, control and liaison with the facility's
organization and offsite organizations.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to safeguard the facility's telephone system
by providing locks to telephone closets, unattended switchboards,
and other locations where the telephone system could be significantly
disrupted.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Revi ew:

Evaluation Findings:

Telephone closets located at
located is locked from
periods when unattended.

are locked. The switchboard
to and other
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7.2 INTERCOM AND PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM

Acceptance Criterion 7. 2. A: Mhere used as par t of the security system
protect with locks and alarms any locations within the plant where the
ability to use the intercom or public address systems could be largely or
totally disrupted.

Source: 73.55(a) [Staff requirement based upon the need to maintain
communication for response force direction and control, and coordination
with other facility activities].

Objective: To provide with high assurance that communications, with the
security organization and other facility activities, cannot be easily
disrupted.

Acceptance Criterion 7. 2. 8: All intercom and public address systems used
as part of the security communication system should be provided with an
onsite source of emergency power.

Source: 73.55(f)(4)

Objective: To assure, in the event of a power failure, communications
will not be degraded.

Security Plan Review:

A). Confirm the commitment to protect critical locations of intercom
(or public address) systems used as part of the security communi-
cation system. Protection should be provided by locks and
alarms.

8) If the intercom (or public address) is used as part of the
security communication system, determine if a commitment is
made for providing it with emergency power.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The public address system used by security during response
to safeguard incidents has critical component locations at
and These locations are locked and alarmed at all
times to protect the system from becoming largely or totally disrupted.

will provide emergency power to the intercom system
during primary power failures. This emergency power system will provide
for 24 hours of continuous use without battery recharging.

.
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7. 3 OTHER CENTRAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

Acceptance Criterion 7.3.A: The requirements stated in Acceptance
Criteria 7. 2. A and 7. 2. B apply to all other central communication systems
which are taken credit for in the physical security plan.

Source: 73.55(a) I.Staff requirement based upon the need to provide a
consistent level of protection to all communications used by security].

Objective: To maintain communication with response forces and facility
activities during safeguards incidents.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to protect all central communication systems
which are critical to directing and controlling response forces.

Confirm the commitment to provide these systems with an emergency
power system.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

The and communication
com onents s stems are critical to the central communication system and
are protected by lock and alarm
system. Emergency power can be provided for up to 24 continuous hours of
operation by
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CHAPTER 8 " RESPONSE TO SECURITY CONTINGENCIES

8. 1 RESPONSE FORCE AVAILABILITY

Acceptance Criterion 8. 1: The operational duties of armed response
individuals must not interfere with their ability to perform response
tasks.

Source: 73.55(b)(4)

Objective: To have a force of reserve personnel available at the facility
for immediate response to security alarms.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to provide armed response individuals.

Confirm the commitment to assure that any routine or emergency duties
assigned to armed response individuals will not interfere with their
response tasks.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

There are armed response individuals assigned each shift.
They are assigned routine duties of and
which do not interfere with their ability to perform their response
tasks.
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8. 2 ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES

Acceptance Criterion 8.2.A: Demonstrate that security procedures exist
which will be used for responding to the contingencies given in Appendix A.
The procedures must explain when and how the security organization will
take action to execute these procedures.

Source: 73.55(h)(3)

Objective: To provide, with high assurance, that the security organiza-
tion can respond effectively and efficiently to attempted threats and
sabotage.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to have documented security procedures which
include (1) the contingency incidents for which the procedures are
applicable (must include those from Appendix A), and (2) a dicussion
of when the plan is to be put into effect and what is to be accom-
plished (must cover the material given in Appendix A).

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Procedures for responding to the following contingencies are documented
and located at Contingencies:

p d i 1 d

troves, decssson and actions, required information and materials and an
identification of the individual responsible for carrying out specfic
actions or making specific decisions. Also included are the procedures
for: (1) threat identification and assessment, (2) requesting assistance
from local law enforcement agencies, (3) guards and armed response force
indivitfuals to interpose themselves between vital areas and adversaries,
and (4) to prevent delay or use deadly force against an adversary.
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CHAPTER 9 - SPECIAL SECURITY MEASURES DURING
REFUELING/MAJOR MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

Acceptance Criterion 9.A: Develop and maintain provisions to assure that
there will be no increase in the likelihood of successful industrial
sabotage during refueling and major maintenance operations.

Source: 73.55(b)(3), 73.(d)(8)

Objective: To assure safeguards exist to reduce the plant's vulner-
ability to sabotage during maintenance and repair operations.

Acceptance Criterion 9.B: Implement procedures for inspecting all vital
areas and equipment which may have been visited subsequent to the comple-
tion of refueling/major maintenance operations.

Source: 73.55(a) [Staff estimate based on the requirement to provide
high assurance protection].

Objective: To prevent industrial sabotage resulting from adversary
action under the cover of refueling/major maintenance operations.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A)

B)

Confirm a commitment by the licensee to give high assurance
that the level of security during maintenance and refueling
operations does not lessen and increase the likelihood of
sabotage.

h

Confirm the commitment to perform testing and inspection of any
vital areas where maintenance has been performed during refueling/
major maintenance operations.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Finding:

The security procedures include procedures to place into effect during
refueling or and
major operation.

Inspection and testing procedures consisting of
be implemented following provide high assurance pro-
tection against the likelihood of sabotage resulting from maintenance/
refueling activities.

to
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CHAPTER 10 " SECURITY MEASURES OURING CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS

Acceptance Criterion 10.A: The level of physical protection afforded a
plant site must not be diminished by construction operations at any
adjacent site.

Source: 73.55(a) [Staff requirement based upon the need to provide high
assurance protection at all times].

Objective: To assure that security provided to the reactor facility is
not diminished during periods when construction operations are underway
at an adjacent site.

Review Procedures:

Confirm the level of physical protection afforded a plant site is not
diminished by construction operations at any adjacent site.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

During periods of construction at adjacent sites the security organiza-
tion will: This provides a level
of protection equivalent to that which exists when construction is not
present.
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CHAPTER 11 - OVERALL PHYSiCAL SECURITY PROGRAM PERFORMANCE

Acceptance Criterion 1,1.A: Demonstrate, that the physical security system,
shall satisfy the general performance requirement, that is, provides high
assurance protection against industrial sabotage.

Source: 73.55

Objective: To assure that the integrated components of the physical
security system provide satisfactory protection.

Acceptance Criterion 11.B: Justify all parameters and their values used
to simulate adversary delay, intrusion detection performance, surveil-
lance systems performance, search and admittance control hardware perform-
ance and access control hardware performance. Also justify parameters
and their values used to simulate the response force, supporting law
enforcement.

Source: 73.55

Objective: To assure that the results obtained from the security system
evaluation are based on valid information and can therefore be assumed to
be valid.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

A) Confirm that an evaluation of the plant's physical security
system has been made. The evaluation may make use of computer
models such as EASI, TSO, or use manual quantitive techniques.
The evaluation should include an integrated examination of
potential adversary paths, the time required for the adversary
to travel through the facility, the number of guards (armed
response individuals) available to intercept the adversary, and
the time for guards (armed response individuals) to intercept

" the adversary. Other parameters to be considered as part of
this evaluation are those which represent the performance of
detectors, alarm systems and communication systems. Delay
times associated with informat'on evaluation and decision
making should also be considered in the analyses.

B) Confirm that all parameters and their values used to evaluate
the physical security systems performance are justified. The
following systems, if used in the evaluation, should have their
performance parameters identified and values justified:
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1.
2.
3.

5.
6.

Adversary performance.
Detection performance.
Surveillance performance.
Search and admittance performance.
Access contro1 performance.
Response force performance.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation F'indings:

Integrated safeguards systems performance has been demonstrated using
model, tec~ni<eue. This technique considers adversary

paths and times, response times and paths, decision delays and parameters
representative of detection, alarm and communication systems, and barrier
performance.

Parameters and their values used to evaluate the performance of the
physical security system have been extracted from
accepted source documents. Justification is provided for changes to
parameter or parameter values.
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CHAPTER 12 - TESTS, INSPECTIONS AND MAINTENANCE

12.1 PHYSICAL BARRIERS AND ACCESS POINTS

Acceptance Criterion 12. 1.A: All physical barriers must be maintained in
operable condition.

Source: 73.55(g)(l)

Objective: To assure that barriers and their access points remain in
workable order and function as intended.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment for an inspection, test and maintenance
program.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Barrier and access portals inspection, test and maintenance procedures
are established which includes all the protected area and vital area
barriers and portals.
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12.2 ALARMS, ANNUNCIATORS AND SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

Acceptance Criterion 12. 2. A: Each intrusion alarm shall be tested for
performance at the beginning and end of any period that it is used for
security. If the period of continuous use is longer than seven days, the
intrusion alarm shall be tested at least once every seven days.

Source: 73.55(g)(2)

Objective: To assure that intrusion alarms are in working order and
therefore can be depended upon.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to establish an intrusion alarm inspection
test and maintenance program.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

An intrusion alarm system inspection test and maintenance program is
established. These tests will be conducted at the beginning and end of
any period the system is used for security but at least once every seven
days. All alarm systems, performance and calibration tests, and mainte-
nance performed is documented.
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12. 3 SPECIAL PURPOSE DETECTORS

Acceptance Criterion 12.3.A: All special purpose detectors used as
security-related devices or equipment shall be maintained in operable
condition.

Source: 73.55(g)(1)

Objective: To assure that special purpose detectors are in working order
and therefore can be depended upon.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to establish a special purpose detector
inspection, test and maintenance program.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

A special purpose detection system inspection test and maintenance program
is established. These tests will be conducted at least once every seven
days. All detector systems, performance and calibration tests and mainte-
nance performed is documented.
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12. 4 COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT,

Acceptance Criterion 12.4.A: .Communications equipment required for
communications onsite shall be tested for performance not less frequently
than once at the beginning of each security personnel work shift. Communi-
cations equipment required for communications offsite shall be tested for
performance not less than once each day.

Source: 73.55(g)(3)

Objective: To assure that all communication systems used for security
are in working order and therefore can be depended upon.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Reveiw:

Confirm the commitment to establish a communication inspection, test
and maintenance program.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

A communication systems inspection test and maintenance program will be,
is established. The program includes tests of all offsite communicatson
equipment at least once every , and onsite communication equip-
ment at least once at the beginning of every security shift.
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12. 5 SECURITY PERSONNEL E(UIPMENT

Acceptance Criterion 12.5.A: All security personnel equipment, including
weapons, protective clothing and vehicles, shall be maintained in opera-
tional condition.

Source: 73.55(g)(1)

Objective: .To assure that equipment used by security personnel is service-
able and in excellent working order.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to establish a program to inspect, test and
maintain security perssonel equipment.

guestion and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Equipment used by security personnel will be inspected and maintained in
accordance with an established planned inspection and maintenance program.
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CHAPTER 13 - SECURITY RECOROS

Acceptance Criterion 13.A: All security records shall be maintained at
the site and retained for the period indicated below, but in no case for
less than one year:

(1) Initial qualification tests shall be maintained for the life of the
equipment.

(2) Maintenahce records shall be maintained for a period of five years.

(3) Individual security training records shall be maintained for the
period of employment in the security force.

(4) Records of an individual's access to locks, keys, combinations and
other related equipment shall be maintained for period of employment
or for the duration that such locks, keys and combinations are in
use.

Source: 73.55(b) [Staff requirement based upon good management practices
for control, evaluation and development of the security organizationj.

Objective: To provide documentation usable to reconstruct past situa-
tions requiring, investigations and to provide materials for control,
evaluation and to further develop the physical security organization.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to maintain security records onsite for a
period of at least one year or for the period specified above.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

All security records are maintained onsite for a period of at least one
year and the following security records are maintained for the period
specified below:

(1) Initial qualification tests shall be maintained for the life of the
equipment.

(2) Maintenance records shall be maintained for a period of five years.

(3) Individual security training records shall be maintained for the
period of employment in the security force.

(4) Records of an individual's access to locks, keys, combinations and
other related equipment shall be maintained for period of employment
or for the duration that such locks, keys and combinations are in
use.
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13.1 SECURITY TOURS, INSPECTIONS AND TESTS

Acceptance Criterion 13. 1.A: .Establish and maintain a system for document-
ing all routine security tours and inspections, and all tests and inspec-
tions performed on physical barriers, intrusion alarms, communications
equipment and other security-related equipment.

Source: 73.70(e)

Objective: To provide referenceable records for use in evaluating systems
performance with time.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to documenting all routine security tours and
inspections, tests and inspections, performed on physical barriers,
intrusion alarms, communication equipment, and other security-related
equipment.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Records of security tours and inspections, and test and inspections .of
are maintained.
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13. 2 MAINTENANCE

Acceptance Criterion 13.2.A: Establish and maintain a system for document-
ing all maintenance action performed on physical barriers, intrusion
alarms, communication equipment and other security-related equipment.

Source: 73.70(e)

Objective: To provide referenceable records usable for evaluating systems
performance, reliability and maintainability.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to maintain records of maintenance performed
on physical barriers, intrusion alarms, communication equipment,
CCTV, emergency power supplies and other security-related equipment.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Records are maintained for all'aintenance performed on physical barriers,
intrusion alarms, communication equipment, CCTV, emergency power supplies
and other security-related equipment.
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13. 3 ALARM ANNUNCIATIONS

Acceptance Criterion 13.3.A: Establish and maintain a system for recording
each alarm, false alarm, alarm check, and tamper indication that identifies
the type of alarm, location, alarm circuit; date and time.

Source: 73.70(f)

Objective To provide a measure of the validity of an alarm system.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to recording the following data relative to
alarm systems:

, A)
B)
C)
0)
E)

Oate arid time of alarm annunciation.
Type of alarm.
Location of alarm detector.
Alarm circuit.
Oetermination of cause (intrusion, alarm check, false alarm,
tamper, or failure).

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Records of each alarm annunciation are maintained by the
and located at Informati on recorded for an al arm
annunciation includes date and time, type, location, circuit and cause.
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13.4 SECURITY RESPONSE

Acceptance Criterion 13.4.A: Establish and maintain a system that records
details of the response by facility guards, watchmen, and if applicable,
armed response individuals to each alarm, intrusion or other security
incident.

Source: 73.70(f)

Objective: To provide a record usable for evaluation and improving
response.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to document the security organization's
actions when responding to alarms, intrusions and other security
incidents.

questions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Security response records are maintained by located at
Information documented sn these records includes

date and time of incident, nature of incident, type and number of
responders, response action and an assessment of response'action.
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13. 5 AUTHORIZED INDIYIDUALS
I

Acceptance Criterion 13.5A: Establish and maintain a record of all
persons who have been authorized access to protected areas.

Source: 73.70(a)

Objective: To maintain historical information useful for evaluation of
potential security-related problems.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to maintain records of all personnel authorized
access to protected areas.

questions and Comments:



Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Records of all persons authorized access to protected areas are maintained.
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13.6 ACCESS TO VITAL AREAS

Acceptance Criterion 13.6.A: Establish and maintain a record of all
persons author ized access to vital equipment and the vital areas to which
access is authorized.

Source: 73.70(b)

Objective: To control personnel access to vital areas and equipment and
maintain information useful for evaluation of potential security-related
problems.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to maintain records of all personnel authorized
access to vital areas and vital equipment.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Records of all persons authorized access to vital areas and equipment are
maintained.
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13.7 EMPLOYEE ACCESS

Acceptance Criterion 13.7.A: Establish and maintain a record indicating
name, badge number, time of entry, reason for entry and time of exit for
all normally unoccupied vital areas.

Source: 73.70(d)

Objective: To control admittance to vital areas and to provide historical
information useful for evaluating potential security incidents.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

.Confirm the commitment to maintain a record indicating name, badge
number, time of entry and exit, and reason for entry into all normally
unoccupied vital areas.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

A record of normally unoccupied vital area entries is maintained which
includes name, badge number, time of entry and exit and reason for entry.
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13.8 NONEMPLOYEE ACCESS

Acceptance Criterion 13.8.A: Establish and maintain a register of visitors,
vendors, and other individuals not employed by the licensee who are
granted access to the protected area. Each such individual shall be
required to register his name, date, time, purpose of visit and employ-
ment affiliation, citizenship, and name of individual to be visited.

Source: 73.50(c)(5), 73.55(d)(6), 73.70(c)
I

Objective: To control admittance to protected areas and provide historical
information useful for evaluation potential security violations.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Confirm the commitment to maintaining a register of individuals not
employed by the licensee who are granted access to the protected
area. Confirm the commitment to require each individual to register
his name, date, time, purpose of visit, employment affiliation,
citizenship, and individual to be visited.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Revi ew:

Evaluation Findings:

A register of all nonemployees visiting the facility for any reason is
maintained. The register includes name, date, time, purpose of visit,
employment affiliation, citizenship and individual to be visited.
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CHAPTER 14 - SECURITY AUDITS

14.1 PROGRAM AUDITS

Acceptance Criterion 14.1.A: Establish and maintain a program for periodic-
ally providing management review of the physical security program. This
program should include an onsite audit and should focus on agreement
between the physical security effectiveness being achieved by personnel,
hardware, and procedures and the level established by the approved physical
security plan. Management of the conduct of physical security audits
should be independent of normal physical security management.

Source: 73.55a [Staff requirement based upon the need to provide some
assurance that the physical security effectiveness will not be degraded
with time].

Objective: To assure the physical security system continues to remain
effective and to keep the organization's management continually aware of
the emphasis to be placed on security.

Review Procedures:

Security Plan Review:

Verify that the security plan identifies an organization and specifies
the procedures to permit an independent audit of the physical security
system at the site. The audit function should include, but not be
limited to: review of records to determine completeness and accuracy,
interviews with security organization personnel, a check of hardware
operability, and simulated security contingencies. Audits should be
performed at least once each 12 months. A written audit report
should be prepared.

guestions and Comments:
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Site Visit:

Additional Review:

Evaluation Findings:

Procedures which permit an independent audit of the physical security
system are identified. Audits will be performed by
every months. The audit will include copies of the
audit report with descriptions of any corrective action or modifications
to the security system will be located at
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APPENDIX A

Contingencies and Supporting Discussion Requirements

3)
4)
5)

Oisscussion

1) Guard Strike or Other Unavailability of the Security Force
2) Disruptions of Internal Order

Fires or Explosions
. Site Evacuation

Personnel Disturbance
Stated or Perceived Threats to Perform Sabotage
Civil Disturbance
Suspected or Confirmed Intrusions or Sabotage Attempts
. Alarmed Annuciations
. Discovery of Breached Barriers

6) Discovery of Unidentified Persons in Protected or Vital Areas
7) Discovery of Suspected Sabotage or Sabotage Devices
8) Multiple Loss of Onsite and Offsite Communications
9) Hostage Situation

The criterion is largely derived from 10 CFR 73.55(h)(2). It calls
for the development of a plan which will efficiently effect the decisions
and actions. The discussion must contain:

l. A predetermined set of decisions and actions to satisfy the
stated objective.

2. An identification of the data, criteria, procedures, and mechanisms
necessary to accomplish the following:

(i) Determine whether or not a threat exists.
(ii) Assess the extent of a threat, if any.

(iii) Inform local law enforcement agencies and request assist-
ance if necessary.

(iv) Interpose members of the armed response force between
vital areas and any adversary attempting entry for purposes
of industrial sabotage.

(v) Prevent or delay an act of industrial sabotage by
applying a sufficient degree of force to counter that
degree of force directed at them, including the use of
deadly force when there is a reasonable belief that it is
necessary in self-defense or in the defense of others.

3) A specification of the individual, group or organizational
entity responsible for each decision and action.
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

This dicussion is not intended to include any actions under any Emergency
Plan (Appendix E of 10 CFR Part 50) that deal with the hazards to public
health and safety that are the consequences of the release of radioactive
material, even though these releases might result from acts of sabotage.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is considering amendments to regulations
governing -nuclear reactors which would call for the development of a
formal contingency plan. The work done in responding to this criterion
will be largely applicable to satisfying the need for a formal contingency
pl an.
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APPENDIX B

NRR Supplemental Staff Position on
Personnel Search Requirements

September 30, 1977

The prefatory paragraph of 10 CFR 73.55 as amended September 29, 1977
states that the performance requirements of paragraph, (d)(l) as they
apply to searches of regular employees of the licensee at the site may
be satisfied using only equipment capable of detecting firearms, explosives
and incendiary devices. Acceptable metal detector and explosive searching
devices of the types currently available are deemed capable of detecting .
firearms, explosives and incendiary devices for regular employees of the
licensee at the site. Such equipment, if not currently in. operation,
must be purchased and made operational as soon as possible if the licensee
using this option is to be in compliance with the performance requirements
of 10 CFR 7355. A regular employee of a licensee is one who is a full
time permanent employee whose permanent work station is at the site or
those employees of the icensee who report regularly to the site (at
least once per week) and includes employees of licensee contractors who
are regularly employed at the site. All other personnel" are required
by 10 CFR 73.55 (d)(1) to be searched at points of personnel access to
the protected area. The following are acceptable methods for satisfying
these requirements:

(a) A search program consisting of: (1) processing all individuals
through an acceptable metal detector, (2) processing all individuals
through an explosives search device of the types currently available,
(3) conducting a "hands-on" search of at least 5X (selected randomly)
of all licensees employees who are not regularly employed at the
site, (4) searching a regular employee at the site when the licensee
has a well-grounded suspicion that the individual may be carrying
firearms, explosives or incendiary devices, with a "hands-on"
search, (5) conducting a "hands-on" search of all other individuals,
and (6) subjecting all outer garments such as the coats or heavy
sweaters of each individual who is not a regular employee at the
site to the search requirements at the entry to the protected area.

"All NRC employees are subject to the search requirements of 73.55 (d)(l).
NRC resident inspectors will be searched in the same manner as regular
employees of the licensee at the site. Other NRC personnel that have a
government granted security clearance will be searched in the same manner
as licensee employees who are not regularly employed at the site as long
as (1) they can properly identify themselves; and (2) they have been
previously identified by the Director of the Regional Office.
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APPENOIX B Continued

The process and procedures which select the individuals to be
subjected to a "hands-on" search on a random basis must: (1)
require the search to be conducted when the random selection
process indicates, regardless of who the person to be searched is,
and (2) ensure that an individual entering the search process area
cannot know in advance if he or she wi 11 be se'lected for the
"hands-on" search.

(b) For those facilities which have only metal detectors installed and
operable, the personnel, search program for non-regular employees
described in (a)(3) above is acceptable provided that the percentage
of individuals randomly selected for "hands-on" search is increased
to at 'least 10K. For those facilities which have only an explosive
searching system in operation, the "hands-on" search requirement of
(c) below applies.

(c) For those facilities which have neither metal detectors nor
explosives searching devices installed and operable, the personnel
search program for non-regular employees described in (a)(3) above
is acceptable provided that the percentage of individuals randomly
selected for "hands-on"'erach is increased to at least 20K.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

Nov 2 6 >77

MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch Members
Division of Operating Reactors

FROM

SUBJECT:

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch

SCREENING OF INDIVIDUALS GRANTED UNESCORTED ACCESS
TO THE PROTECTED AREA 'Review Guidelines 0'1

Screening of-individuals granted unescorted access to the protected
area helps establish the trustworthiness of employees, prospective
employees, and contractors, and reduces the vulnerability of the facility
from the threat of an insider. As a minimum, screening programs should
meet the guidance in American National Standard, ANSI N18.17, "Indus-
trial Security for Nuclear Power Plants."

In some cases, licensee and contractor employees may not have been
subject to the preemployment screening of ANSI N18.17, but the licensee
wishes. to grant them unescorted access to the protected area. The
reason for not using the screening procedures of ANSI N18.17 is that
licensee or contractor may have recently implemented a screening program
but determined that persons who were employees on the implementation
date need not be subject to preemployment screening as a general rule.
Also, a licensee or contractor may transfer an employee to a position
subject to the screening program but determine the employee need not
be subject to the preemployment screening.

Personnel reliability can be adequately established in such cases
by a certain minimum length of time of trustworthy employment. This
period of trustworthy'employment is considered to be equivalent to
the reliability established by preemployment screening by ANSI N18.17
and does not decrease the protection of the facility from the threat
of the insider.

Based on these considerations, unescorted access to the protected area
may be granted to employees of a licensee and its contractors based on
the reliability established by three (3) continuous years of trust-
worthy employment. This method of establishing reliability is consi-
dered to be equivalent to the preemployment screening of ANSI N18.17-
1973, Sections 4.1 and 4.2. A licensee's program for granting unes-
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SOY 2 6 >977

corted access to the protected area based on trustworthy employment is
acceptable if (a) at least three continuous years of employment of
the individual with the licensee or his contractor is documented and
(b) the trustworthiness of the individual is determined by a review of
the individual's employment record.

cc: J. R. Miller
J. M. Elliott

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
Division of Operating Reactors
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UNITEO STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O. C. 20555

DQI 4 v l?

MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch Members, DOR

FROM:

SUBJECT:

R. A. Clark, Chief, Reactor Safeguards Licensing
Branch, DOR

ESCORTING OF UNATTENDED VISITING VEHICLES - REVIEM
GUIDELINES 82

The requirement to escort visiting vehicles was included in 573.55
to ensure- that an adequate prompt response would be undertaken if a
vehicle were used as a weapon against a facility. Escorting of an
unattended, visiting vehicle is not needed if adequate alternative
measures are taken to assure that the unattended vehicle cannot
become such a weapon.

Locking the unattended visiting vehicle and placing the keys in the
possession of the security force is adequate to provide assurance
that the unattended vehicle cannot become a weapon.

cc: J. R. Miller
J. M. Elliott

R. A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
Division of Operating Reactors
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTONr D''0555

PEC 2 C 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch, DOR

FROM:

SUBJECT:

R. A. Clark, Chief, Reactor Safeguards Licensing
Branch, DOR

PERFORMANCE OF METAL DETECTION DEYICES - REYIEM
GUIDELINES k'3

All licensees are required to search individuals entering the pro-
tected area for firearms. This search is normally conducted by
electronic metal detection devices. Enclosed is a standardized
procedure that is acceptable to utilize to assure that the metal
detectors are operating properly.

cc: J. R. Miller
J. M. Elliott

R. A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
Division of Operating Reactors
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Performance of Metal Detection Devices

Puroose To assure that the electronic detection devices (metal
detectors) ar operating properly through appropriate standardized
procedures.

General One method to obtain a decrease in the number of false alarms,
is to have all personnel remove all metal before goinc throuch the
device; that is, place all metallic items in a container and pass this
container around the detector.

Responsibility The responsibility for assuring and certifying trat
tne detect;on device meets the minimum detec..on standard rests with
the usina facility. The using facility should maintain a recor" of
the calibrations required to maintain the devices in proper workinc
order.

'liALK-THROUGH DETECTION OE'/ICES The objective of a ualk-through
detection aevice is the automatic and reliable detection of any hand
guns carried by personnel entering protected area. The subject of the
search is only the person, not'is hand luggage or other hand-carried
items. The detec.ion is to be done automatically at walking speed.

Performance Calibration Test

a. Walk-through detection devices should be set up at a screening
station and the sensitivity set to the level or settina that the
manu acturer of the device certi,ies will cause his tyne cf
detector to pass the oerformance test as specified below.
will be necessary to perform the performance test on ini ial set
up of. every device.. The test should be performed any time a

device fails the operational test described below, each time the
device is moved, adjusted, and at least quarterly.

b The performance test shall consist of passina the following four
weapons at the center line of the detection device passaceway four
times for each of seven orientations and positions specified or
a total of 112 tests. A full performance test should take 15
minutes or less to comolete. :he test r should be devoid of all
practical metal including rings, wrist watches, coins, keys, belt
buckles, or other metallic object". Tne tester should carry each
of the specified test weapons at a normal walking soeed through
the detection device with the aun barrel oriented in the for uard,
horizontal and vertical positions a. the shoulder, waist, and ankle
position exceot in the latter only the vertical orientation snould
be used, as shown in Figure l. The overall detection should be
at least 95 detections out of the 112 tests. Sensitivity should
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be set to achieve 95 out of 112 successive as a minumum.

c. The test weapons used for calibration are as follows: Colt .25
Automatic, Titan ,25 Automatic, General Precision Model 20 .22 LR,
and CDM .22 Short.

Operational Test The objective of the operational test -is to ensure
that the detecting device is maintained in an operable condition.

a. Each time the device is turned off or maintained it must be tested
prior to being used. If the unit is never turned off, it must be
tested at least once every seven days.

b. The operational test should consist of passing the CDM 22 short
weapon held horizontal at the waist three times through the device
in the direction of traffic flow throuqh the detector. The detector
should signal the pr esence of the weapon on at least two of the
three passes.

HAND-HELD DET":=( TION DEVICES Detection is indicated by a squealing
sound from a loud speaker within the unit when the unit is brought
into the vicinity of metal. A squeal will be heard when the unit passes
over metal. A high squeal indicates a greater mass of metal is'resented.

CALIBRATION PROCEDURES FOR HAND-HELD DEVICES Devices in present use
should be ca ibrated in accordance with manufacturer's instruc ions.

SUGGESTED SEARCH PROCEDURES FOR THE USE OF ALL HAND-HELD DEVICES
e o lowing proc ures s ou oe use >n con uctsng a scarc using

hand-held detection devices.

a. Assure that the detection device is in proper working order.

b. With the device approximately two to four inches from the subject,
slowly pass the device over the entire body with the detection
loop parallel with the body, front and back. Then pass the device
slowly over the arms and legs, front, back and sides. Particular
attention should be paid to waist, groin, armpit, and ankle area.
With practice, a thorough search can be made in one minute. Hand-
carried oute. garments will be searched by hand. Bags and parcels
of any size will not be searched using a hand-hei~ weapon detection
device.

c. If unit alarms, it indicates that metal is present in a given area.
Ask subject to remove any metal and search again.

Performance Test The performance test for hand-held detec.ors should
be conducted at the beginning of each shift: The CDM .22 short will
be placed in positions 1 through 3 as shown in Figure 1. The detection
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should be at least 3 detections out of 3 tests for each position
tested.

Operational Test The operational test for hand-held metal detectors
is the same as the performance test.

0
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PLANT GUNS IN LOCATICN A, 8, C, AS FOLLCWS:
Loc A: Position l,2,and 3 with too edge of box

as shown by locoting dimension,
Loc 8: Positicn 1,2, 'and 3 with tco edge cf box

os shown by locoting dir ensicn.
Lac C: Position 3 with bottom edge of box

as shcwn by locating dimension,
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISStON

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

DEC
0 0 $977

0
MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch, DOR

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Robert A. Clark, Chief, Reactor Safeguards
Licensing Branch, DOR

PERFORMANCE OF X-RAY DEVICES - REVIEW GUIDELINES ¹4

All licensees are required to search packages entering the protected
area. This search may be conducted by X-ray devices. Enclosed is a

standardized procedure that is acceptable to assure the X-ray devices
are operating properly.

cc: J. R. Miller
J. M. Elliott

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
Division of Operating Reactors
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Performance of X-Ray'evices

Equi ment Performance Standard:

~ (1) An X-ray monitor must be able to image and an operator must be

able to see an insulated 24 gauge solid copper wire.

0 erator Performance Standard:

(1) Operators of an X-ray monitor must be trained to recognize

unauthorized articles, including weapons, explosives and incen-

diary devices in X-ray images.

X-ra Ima in Testin:

(1) At least quarterly, each X-ray system shall be tested to assure

that the monitor will image and an operator can see insulated 24

guage solid copper wire.

(2) A wire test kit is used consisting of samples of 20, 22, 24 and

26 gauge solid copper wire.

(3) The wire test samples are placed in X-ray systems in the same way

packages are introduced. If the 26 guage wire can be seen, the X-ray

exceeds performance standards. If the 24 guage wire can be

seen clearly, the X-ray is acceptable. If 22 guage wire can

be seen clearly but not 24 guage, the X-ray monitor must

be repaired or replaced within 48 hours. If 20 guage wire can

be seen but not 22 or 24 guage, the X-ray monitor must be repaired
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or replaced within 24 hours. If 20 gauge wire cannot be seen, the

X-ray cannot be used for the screening of packaqes. Items must be

physically inspected.

X-ra Operator Testin :

(1) An evaluation of operator performance is conducted at least quarterly

at each X-ray system. The procedures set forth below are followed using

as the test object guns designed for calibration of detector testing.

(COLT .25 automatic, Titan .25 automatic, General Precision Model 20.22LR,

CPM.22 cal.)

(2) The test object is positioned in a package so that a clear undisguised

lateral (profile) image would logically be projected on the monitor

during X-ray inspection of the package.

(3) The person conducting the test presents the package for inspection just

as any person would - without prior notification or identification.

(4) If the operator detects the object, he or she is appropriately creaited.

(5) If the test object is visible on the monitor and is not detected 'by

the operator, arrangements are made for corrective action such as

training, supervision, disciplinary action, etc.

(6) If a clear image of the test object is not visible on the X-ray monitor,

the wire test is conducted to make certain the X-ray is operating

satisfactorily. If it is, the operator test is repeated. If not,

appropriate corrective action is taken.

C-12
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

DEC 20 577

MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch, DOR

FROM: R. A. Clark, Chief, Reactor Safeguards
Licensing Branch, DOR

SUBJECT: LICENSEE DESIGNATED VEHICLES - REVIEW GUIDELINES k'5

Licensee Designated Vehicles are defined as those vehicles that are
limited in their use to onsite plant functions and remain in the pro-
tected area except for operational, maintenance, repair, security and
emergency purposes. These vehicles can be used by only authorized
persons for authorized purposes. These vehicles shall be locked and
the ignition key removed when unattended.

These vehicles will only be allowed to leave the protected/owner-
controlled area for the purpose of servicing, repairs, emergencies
or other directly related activities. Under these circumstances, a

search of the vehicle will be conducted prior to reentry.

After the initial search, licensee designated vehicles may be allowed
to leave the protected area and return without being searched
providing:

1. The vehicle did not leave the owner-controlled area,

2. Two individuals having unescorted access to the protected
area have been with the vehicle continuously to insure the
vehic'ie i's not being used to transport weapons, explosives
or incendiary devices into the protected area.

7,.'g-': C'c'-:- /
R. A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
Division of Operating Reactors

cc: J. R. Miller
J. M. Elliott
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555

DEC 20 1977

0
MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch, DOR

FROM:

SUBJECT:

R. A. Clark, Chief, Reactor Safeguards
Licensing Branch, DOR

NEED fOR ACCFSS TO VITAL AREAS - REVIEW GUIDELINE 86

Positive access control is required for the physical protection of
nuclear power plants. Positive access control provides assurance
that only authorized individuals enter a vital area for authorized
reasons. One element of positive access control is the establishment
of the need for access. A system for establi shing the need for
access should be based on an individual's assigned duties and normal
working hours. During normal working hours an individual should be
granted access based upon his position. It is not necessary to
determine his exact reason to enter a vital area that is associated
with his assigned tasks. During times other than norral working
hours an individual should confirm a need to enter a vital area.
The follow;ng describes an acceptable method of establishing a need
for access to vital areas.

Need for Access

(1) The need for access is established when an individual is authorized
access to vital areas. This need for access is revalidated at
least once every 31 days. During normal working hours, an
individual is granted access to those vital areas identified in
his authorization.

(2) The shift supervisor is notified of all individuals on site more
than one hour after the end of the individual's normal working
hours. No further action is required unless directed by the
shift supervisor.

(3) The shift supervisor is notified prior to granting an individual
access to the protected area at times other than the individual's
normal reporting time. When granting access to the protected
area, the shift supervisor may also grant access to those vital
areas identified in the individual's authorization.

j.:~-'t Lc
R. A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
Division of Operating Reactors

cc: J. R. Mi 1 1 er
J. M. Elliott
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UNITEO STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O. C. 20555

DEC 20 ]<7

MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch, DOR

FROM:

SUBJECT:

R. A. Clark, Chief, Reactor Safeguards
Licensing Branch, DOR

CRITERIA FOR GRANTING FEMER THAN 10 ARMED
RESPONDERS - REYIEM GUIDELINE IIB

The regulations provide for a nominal number of armed response personnel
as ten (10) and that this number may not be reduced to less than five
(5) guards. The statement of consideration states that the number of
such personnel may be more or less than the nominal number depending
on factors such as the following, to be considered during evaluation of
a licensee's physical security plan, not necessarily in order. of
importance:

(a) Selection, training and motivation of response force.
{b) Availability and construction of defensive positions.
(c) Availability and knowledge of weapons and other equipment.
(d) Individual site considerations, including size, topography,

configuration, geography, weather, and number of nuclear
power plant units.

(e) Location and reliability of initial detection devices.
(f) Consideration of LLEA response.
(g) Vital area hardening, including plant design, location of and

access control to vital areas.
(h) Design and construction of protected area barriers.
{i) Redundancy of security systems.
(j ) Initial clearance and continuing reliability assessment of

personnel.
(k) Security and contingency procedures.

In addition to these criteria, the following factors may be considered
to evaluate the case by case justification for response personnel
numbers:

(a) The LLEA response time and their numbers.
(b) The quality of the screening program.
(c) The complexity of the layout of the plant within the pro-

tected area.
(d) The analysis of the integrated security system as described

in NUREG 0220, Chapter 11.
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Reactor Safeguards Licensing
Branch

-2-

(e) Factors outside the owner controlled area that may increase or
decrease the vulnerability of the protected area and are beyond
the licensee's control.

(f) The availability of guards or response personnel from other
guard forces in the vicinity.

cc: J. R. Hiller
J. H. Elliott

R. A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
Division of Operating Reactors

C-16
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMtSStON

WASHINGTON, O. C. 20555

MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch Members, DOR

FROM:

SUBJECT'obert
A. Clark, Chief, Reactor Safeguards

Licensing Branch, DOR

ACCEPTABLE COMPENSA ORY MEASURES FOR INTRUSION DETECTION
HARDWARE OUTAGE (E.G., ZONE, SYSTEM) PROTECTED AREA
VITAL AREAS - REVIEW GUIDELINE NUMBER 9

The objective of perimeter intrusion detection hardware is to detect the
unauthorized entry or attempted entry of individuals or vehicles into
the protected area and to provide an "alert" to the security organiza-
tion so that response by a response force will be initiated at the time
of penetration into the protected area.

In the event of a hardware outage the compensatory measures must satisfy
this objective by providing a means for detecting unauthorized entry and
for alerting the security organization or by providing a response force
to control all paths from the area of outage to all vital areas.
Acceptable measures compensatory to perimeter intrusion detection outage
are:

a) Back-up intrusion detection system of equal 'capability.
b) Dedicated CCTV with continuous monitoring of the perimeter

zone(s) affected by the outage.

c) On-the-spot guards visually monitoring the perimeter zone(s)
affected by the outage.

d) Response force deployed to control all paths from the peri-
meter zone(s) affected by the outage to all vital areas.

The objective of the vital area intrusion detection hardware is to de-
tect the unauthorized entry of individuals (and at some facilities-
vehicles) into vital areas and to prcvide to the security organization
an "alert" so that response by a response force will be initiated at
the time of penetration into the vital area.

In the event of a hardware outage the compensatory measures must satisfy
this objective by 'either providing a means for detecting unauthorized

C-17



Reactor Safeguards Licensing
Branch Members -2-

entry and alerting the security organization or providing the response
force to control the paths to the affected vital areas. Acceptable
measures compensatory to a vital area intrusion detection outage are:

a) A back-up intrusion detection system of equal capability.

b) Dedicated CCTV with continuous monitoring of the portals
affected by the outage.

c) On-the-spot guards visually monitoring the portals
affected by the outage.

d) Response force deployment to control all approaches to the
affected vital areas.

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
Division of Operating Reactors

l

C-18
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

JAN 10 ]ops

MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch

COMPENSATORY MEASURES FOR THE LOSS OF NORMAL

POWER SUPPLY TO SECURITY LIGHTING - REVIEW
GUIDELINE NUMBER 10

Illumination, as an element of a security system, provides a
security organization wi th the capability to visually monitor the
protected area to permit early detection and assessment and to a

limited extent acts as a deterrent to potential intruders. Upon
the loss of this element, certain compensatory measures must be
implemented to counteract the deficiencies.

The following represent some of the acceptable compensatory measures
which when utilized separately or in combination, would be found
appropriate:

1') Switch to stand-by power.
2) Low light level surveillance devices,
3) Portable lighting devices.
4) Positioning of security personnel at strategic locations

for adversary interception.

-, 7- C;..cu'. l
Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Robert AD Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch

VITAL AREA POSITIVE ACCESS CONTROL DEFINITION-
REVIEM GUIDELINE NUMBER ll

Positive Access Control is defined as those measures necessary to
assure that individuals who request entry into vital areas have
been determined to have a need for such access and that these indi-
viduals have been positively identified before entry is granted into
those areas.

For vital areas, positive access control is accomplished upon entry
into the Protected Area where personnel are positively identified as
having a need for access and "keys" are issued for vital areas
according to the assessed need.

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing

Branch
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UNITEO STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. O. C. 20555

JAN i. l.::",

MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licens'.ng BrancjI

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch

SABOTAGE INCIDENT MANAGEMENT - REVIEW GUIDELINE
NUMBER 12

The licensee is responsible for the safe operation of his nuclear
power plant and therefore is obligated to employ effectively all
resources within his control to protect the public health and safety
under all circumstances, including a sabotage incident.

The security plans and procedures implementing the security plans
prescribe the means to provide protection with high assurance against
successful industrial sabotage by two design level threats (g73.55
(a)(l),(2)). The protection thus afforded is not limited to the
design level threats, but will also provide a lesser or greater degree
of protection for threats that are larger or smaller, simpler or more
sophisticated.

In the event of a sabotage at+empt, the available licensee and LLEA
resources and forces must be used in the most effective manner to counter
the actual threat based on the circumstances of the situation. It
is recognized that the Security Plan and the implementing security
procedures may not equally or adequately address the complete range
of possible threats. Therefore, it is necessary that the security
plan and procedures accommodate the necessary freedom of action needed
by the individual in charge at the site at time of an actual threat to
employ the available resources (e.g. physical protection systems,
security organization, response forces, LLEA, etc) in a manner that he
considers most effective to counter that threat.

Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branc ~

C-21
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

JAN j C 1078

MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch

COMPENSATORY MEASURES FOR VITAL AREAS LACKING
THE "TWO BARRIER PROTECTION" - REVIEW GUIDELINE
NUMBER 13

10 CFR 73.55 requires that vital equipment be protected by a minimum
of two barriers i.e., Protected and Vital, which are defined in
10 CFR 73.2. The barriers coupled with the defense in depth concept,
isolation zones, continuous monitoring and periodic surveillance
result in high assurance detection and resistance to penetration.

In some cases barrier separation is impossible to achieve due to
operational design needs, as exemplified most often by the positioning
of the service water intake structures on borders of bodies of water.
In other cases location of vital equipment was instituted prior to
the issuance of 73.55, making it impractical to require relocation.
In both cases other measures must be implemented to compensate or
the loss of the basic criteria.

The following represent some acceptabl'e compensatory (or equivalent)
measures that may be used together or separately (depending upon
site specifics) in achieving the objective:

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hardening of common barriers.
Additional "early warning" monitoring devices.
More frequent surveillance.
Positive response posture to common barrier locations.
Positioning of security post in close proximity of common
barriers.

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
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UNITEO STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O. C. 20555

MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch

FROM:

SUBJECT:

R. A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch

LOCKING SYSTEMS-ASSURANCE OF SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS
DURING AN EMERGENCY-REVIEW GUIDELINE NUMBER 14

Under emergency conditions, prompt ingress into certain safety-related
'areas must be assured to enable safe shutdown of a nuclear power plant,
and unimpeded egress from all parts of the facility must be assured in
the interest of personnel safety.

The design and operation of security devices for doors to vital areas
should be based on both safety and security. The following provides
guidance on the design and use of security devices on vital area doors:

a) Prompt emergency ingress into electrically and mechanically locked-
safety-related areas by essential personnel must be assured in
any postulated occurrence through the combined use of the features
below or, the equivalent.

1) Provide reliable and uninterruptable auxiliary power to the
entire electrical locking system, including its controls
(sufficient physical separation, electrical isolation, and
redundancy must be provided to prevent the occurrence of
a common mode failure in the uninterruptable auxiliary power
supply for the lock system in any design basis event); and

2) Provide electrical locking devices which fall in the secure
mode upon loss of both primary and auxiliary power and are
equipped with secure mechanical means and associated proce-
dures to override the failed electrical locking devices
(e.g., key locks with keys held by appropriate personnel who
know when and how to use them); or

3) Provide electrical locking devices which fail in the open
mode upon loss of both primary and auxiliary power and
associated procedures which provide compensatory measures for
the open doors (e.g., deploying guards to strategic points)
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(The fail open feature should be used ~onl on selected in-
terior doors.); or

4) Provide key locks with keys held by appropriate personnel
who know when and how to use them; and

5) Provide periodic testing of all locking systems and mechanical
overrides to confirm their operability under auxiliary power
as well as failed conditions.

0

b) Unimpeded emergency egress must be assured from all parts of
facilities, the security hardware and systems must be designed
and installed so as to not degrade personnel safety, and such hard-
ware and systems should be in conformance with applicable (State/
Local) fire regulations and life safety

codes'obert

A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch
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Washington Public Power Supply System

ccs:
Joseph B. Knotts, Jr., Esq.
Oebevoise 6 Liberman
700 Shoreham Building
806 Fifteenth Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20005

Richard Q. Quigley, Esq.
Washington Public Power Supply System
3000 George Washington Way
P. 0. Box 968
Richland, Washington 99352

Nepom K Rose
Suite 101 Kellogg Building
1935 S. E. Washington
Hilwaukie, Oregon 97222

Ns. Helen Vozenilek
7214 S. E. 28th Street
Portland, Oregon 97202

Ns. Susan N. Garrett
7325 S. E. Steele Street
Portland, Oregon 94206

Nicholas Lewis,'hairman
Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council
820 East Fifth Avenue
Olympia, Washington 98504


